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dministration Optimistic Its
olicies Will Minimize Job Loss
By JEFFERY MILLS ..
Asa/elated Press Writer
The adnunistration is opti. tic its energy policies can
nimize the loss of jobs beuse of the fuel shortage.
But the toll continues, with
new layoffs affecting thousands
of workers in the automobile
and aviation industries.
"There are some difficult
ys ahead on unemployment,"
one government economist said
Wednesday. He predicted the
jobless rate would rise from its
esent 4.5 per cent but would
fall short of the 6 per cent rate
forecast widely by private
economists.
And Interior Secretary Rogers C.B. Morton said that, if
the nation cooperates in the administration's fuel-conservation
measures, "We will minimize
the impact on jobs."
Meanwhile, General Motors
-':ordered new layoffs affecting
*thousands of workers. The giant auto maker is slowing proction because of slack de-

mend for most larger cars,
partly as a result of the gasoline shortage.
The number of workers idled
at each plant was not announced.
American Airlines said it was
laying off 214 of its 3,700 pilots
effective Jan. 2 as a result of
flight cancellations caused by
shortages in }et fuel. A spokesman said further cuts in personnel might be necessary.
Cessna Aircraft Co. said it
will lay off 2,400 workers by
Friday night and blamed production cutbacks on President
Nixon's reduction of fuel for
business flying.
Other layoffs have been made
in the chemical, construction
and textile industries. Travel
and recreation industries also
are expected to be hard hit.
In Florida, where tourism is
the leading industry, an economist said 180,000 more residents of the state could be out
of work by April because of the
fuel shortage.
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There were these other developments:
—Arab leaders, meeting in
Algiers, said they would continue to hold back oil from countries they consider friendly to
Is-act. The Arab oil-producing
nations have slapped a total
embargo on the United States.
—The director of a Ford
Foundation energy project said
the United Staterkfaces possible
oil and gas shortages and higher prices for years to come.
—Sen. Frank E. Moss, I)Utah, said last winter's heat- •
ing-fuel shortage may have
been conjured up by the major
oil companies. Moss, the first
witness as a Senate interior
subcommittee opened hearings
into whether oil companies are
competitive, suggested limiting
each oil company to one phase
of operation, such as drilling,
refining or retailing.
—The National Safety Council
said Nixon's proposals to conserve gasoline could save as
many as 14,000 lives a year on
the nation's highways.
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Oil Famine Viewed By U.N.
As Short-Term Political Crisis
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — The lights in the halls
of the U.N. headquarters are
dimmed to save scarce electricity. But the offices where
the world's energy picture is
kept under constant scrutiny
glow with hope for the future.
The oil famine in the West,
brought on by Arab restrictions, is viewed here as more of
• short-term political crisis
than a long-term problem
stemming from a real shortage.
A widely publicized Club of
Rome treatise predicted that an
expanding world economy
Would run out of oil in 47 years
mad coal in 122 years. But U.N.
experts still stand by a 1972
U.N. report that the world's oil
may last for more than 75
years and the coal supplies
three or four times that long.
The U.N. experts say estimates of oil in the earth are on
the increase and plenty of other
energy sources still remain to
be tapped or developed.

The Murray State University
Jaycees will hold their charter
night dinner on Saturday,
December 1, at seven p.m. at
the Murray Woman's Club
House, according to Alan
Gaddie, spokesman for the
organization.
Special guests speakers will
be Dr. Constantine Curris,
president of Murray State
University; State Senator
Carroll Hubbard of Mayfield;
and Jim Sparrow, state
president of the Kentucky
Jaycees.
Senator Hubbard, formerly
an active Jaycee at the local
and state levels, has been
named "Outstanding Young
Man in Kentucky" by the
Kentucky Jaycees.
At the dinner on Saturday, Dr.
Curds will be presented an
honorary charter membership
in the Mw-ray State University
Jaycees and a plaque.

71i0 WEATHER
FORECAST
Fait and cool again tonight.
Low in the upper 3(h. Sunny
and warmer Friday, high in the
low 60s.
Fair and unseasonably warm
Saturday, and continued warm
on Sunday Turning cooler Monday. Chance of showers Sunday
or Monday. Lows in the upper
30s to low 40s Saturday, the
rnid to.apper 1.Staiday, and
the upper .80s to low 40s Monday. Highs Saturday and Sunday in the upper 110a to low 70s,
and in the upper 50s. to low 60s
Monday
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world's current oil well reserves.
The current oil shortage in
the West will spur the search
FLAMES ENGULF the homed the James R. Fussell home sear Panorama Shores. The house and
for other substitutes. LiqueIrvan McCuiston
faction and gasification of coal contents were lost is the fire about ten p.m. Wednesday night. This was the former
they moved here about nine months
is one possibility but would homeplace and had been remodeled by the Fussell family since
A resolution calling for Gov. damaged roads, bridges and
take 10 to 20 years to become a ago.
Wendell Ford to declare croplands.
significant energy source.
Calloway County a disaster
With no county funds earAs for nuclear power, the
area was drawn at a special marked for such a disaster,
electrical generating capacity
meeting Wednesday of the County Judge Robert 0. Miller
of reactors using the fission of
County Fiscal Court. has requested that the
Calloway
aluranium nuclei increased
The action was taken after a necessary funds from state or
most 20 times in 10 years.
report from Civil Defense federal sources be allocated to
Energy production from the fuDirector Mark Blankenship Calloway County.
elelight
of
sion of the nuclei
reported over 8100,000 damages
ments is expected to be develBlankenship said that word
in the county due to recent
oped after the year 2000.
Gov. Ford is expected in
from
flooding and high winds. The
one to two weeks.
There are also waterfalls,
Three Graves County men
Fire destroyed the home of grade and Ricky is in the first damages are in the form of
tides and solar sources to be have been charged with Mr. and Mrs. James R. Fussell grade.
harnessed. Estimates are that possession of marijuana on and their two children, Carla
Squad members responding
40 times as much energy as the warrants signed by County and Ricky, last night, according to the call were Bernard Steen,
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could
world now consumes
Judge Robert 0. Miller.
to the report filed by the Jerry Edwards, Loyd Key,
obtained from one per cent of
Murray City police, who Calloway Coway Fire-Rescue Jesse Redden, Bill Marcurn,
the sun power that falls on land made the charges, said that Squad.
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surfaces. A thousand times as Phillip Hargrove, Larry Dale
Milby, Jim Wilkinson, Phil
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Key, and Don Cosby, all in their summoned to the home shortly Owens, Gordon Wirt, Randy
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will be heard in its annual numbers fifty-four players, and
The charges came after by the time of their arrival.
winter concert on Tuesday, is made up of students, faculty,
police arrested Hargrove on a
The owner, Fussell, said he
December 4, in the Lovett and townspeople. It has as its
cold checking warrant and after was watching television when
Auditorium on the University aims to provide a training
further investigation obtained a the set went out. He went upground in orchestral playing, to
campus, at 8: 15 p.m.
search warrant for Hargrove's stairs and discovered the entire
in Tuesday's develop musicianship, to
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Department, and Thomas Baker, both campus and the area with
Health
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raged out of control in a have been unable to go because
needles, tourniquets, and
Reports are that the Fussell announced today, the next members of the piano faculty of concerts of symphonic music.
crowded seven-story depart- of heavy poisonous smoke and
for mixing powder family moved here about nine
used
devises
fumes.
ment store, police said.
Cervical Cancer Screening the Department of Music. They
The symphony earlier this
injections, police
months ago and purchased the Clinic will be held at the Health will join the orchestra as duo- season joined with the music
"It was like an inferno full of and liquids for
Officials said the dead mcludformer Irvan McCuistion Department on Thursday,
cries of fleeing mothers and said.
department of the Murray
City police said that more horneplace on Highway 614 at
children," said survivor Junko
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Tsuruta, said, "I was
call the Health Department
since coming to Calloway 753-3381 for an appointment.
overwhelmed by smoke before Police.
Captain Paul
This concert is one of the
Policemen
City
County.
reaching a window, from which
Cooper said another clinic
public service presentations of
Sgt. Dale Spann
and
Lee
Jerry
attend
saw
I
ladder.
Their two children
I escaped by a
will be held on Monday,
the Murray State University
signed the warrants, and New
Concord Elementary January 7, and persons can now
people falling down a staircase
School of Fine Arts, and is open
the investigation into
conducted
School. Carla is in the fourth register for this clinic date.
like an avalanche."
to the public without charge.
the matter.
Witnesses said at one time
there were about 100 people on
Former State Representative
the roof but most of them were
Shelby McCallum of Benton has
rescued.
been appointed to the Kentucky
Ironically, when the fire
Railroad Commission by Gov. broke out repair work was
Wendell Ford.
being done on fire fighting and
McCallon will complete the
other such equipment in the
term of George A. Ford of Hick- store, officials said.
man who died earlier this year.
Helicopters lifted off surviA group of students from the
SPACE CENTER, Houston Instead, the spacemen on motors automatically takes
A former speaker of the vors who fled to the building's
High School Chapter of
Murray
meducal
performed
over to hold the station steady
AP) — With a spaceship con- Wednesday
of roof, and many others were
House
Neale B. Mason
Kentucky
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the
National
studies which do not or guide it to a new position,
Representatives, McCallum saved by fire trucks that raised trol problem solved, Skylab 3's and solar
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a
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requires
require
and
an
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tative from 1951 to 1968 and did woman with her child strapped okay to resttine maneuvers of position.
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"It
Participating in the program
Animals."
Experts worked with computnot seek reelection in 1968 He to her back climbed down a the orbiting station Friday.
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models
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and
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com"Glad to hear that,"
was the speaker of the House for rope to reach a ladder.
ficiently with two command formance will be Prof. Carl Baggett, Johnny Cannon, Doug
P. Carr said to reach a solution After eval- gyros so that we use as little
four years.
The fire was in the Taiyo de- mander Gerald
Rogers of the Department of Spencer, Barbara Kemper, and
uating the results. Skylab proMcCallum,57, is the owner of partrnent store, which is usual- when informed late Wednesday.
gas as possible," Schneider Music voice faculty, who will Nancy Fitch. The Murray High
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director
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said.
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and radio stations at Fort was open today for crowds work out something."
usgas
control
the
new
Under
the remarkable verses written Miss Deborah Mabry.
Carr, William R. Pogue and resume the maneuvers
Campbell and Portageville, Mo. shopping already for the end-ofage budget, he said, "we'll be by Ogden Nash to accompany
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more
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Edward G. Gibson were
He is a member of the Benton the-year holidays.
more than the musical pictures Saint- Bryan Tolley announced plans
do
to
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Tuesday to stop maneuvering careful,"
United Methodist Church and
He said Saens has drawn.
a
Some survivors said the fire
were being completed for
Schneider said the problem one maneuver day."
the Benton Rotary Club. He is a broke out in the bedding section the 118-foot-long space station
a few of the planned 50 earth
the full orchestra delivery of poinsettias to shutaddition,
In
Frilast
loss
the
to
back
traces
that
discovered
it
was
member of the Kentucky on the third floor, sending after
resources surveys might have will'be heard in the Overture to ins at Christmas. Also the Lions
the position was tak- day through a bearing failure
Legislative Board of Ethics.
smoke and flames through the changing
to be scrubbed.
Offenbach's comic opera, will deliver personal gifts to the
ing much more fad than pre- of one of the lab's three main
Lim 1,IncLarar.o.W." patients. .at. Wes,te.rn State
„NtrizIallere's ,terno . will in taiga! /lone?.
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attitude
Police said the cause of the dicted..
through 1975. The post carries a
Friday and the Symphony No. 2 in b Hospital during Christmas.
until
resumed
be
won't
can
gyros
remaining
The two
Maneuvers are required for
salary of $3,000 per year.
fire had not been determined,
Attorney Ron Christopher
more than,24 hours Is minor by Alexander Bordin, one
earth resources surveys, be overloaded much more because
Other commission members and they did not know how most
maneuvers. required to work out computer of the more praminent of the was a visitor at the meeting as a
during
quickly
Kohoutek
the
comet
viewing
are Robert Damron, chairman, many people were in the store
programs
nineteenth-century Russian guest of Tom Shirley.
and photographing star fields. Then a network of small jet
when it started.
and Chester Rigsby.

They make these arguments:
World demand for liquid fuels
— mainly oil — is growing
about 8 per cent per year, judging from the 1960-70 rate. But
the estimates of oil reserves
have been growing, too, from 7
billion tons in 1937 to 64 billion
in 1950 and a trillion in 1970.
The More opportunity oil men
see for making money, the
harder they look for oil.
An investment of $200 to $3130
is needed to boost the capacity
of Middle East oil wells by a
barrel a day; a 82,000 investment will be needed for a
barrel-a-day output of North
Sea wells, expected to start
producing in 1976. When the
cost of bringing out oil reaches
$5,000, it will equal the cost of
producing from oil shales and
tar sands, and production from
those sources will become economically feasible. Tar sands
are estimated to be twice as
plentiful and oil shales 1,000
times as plentiful as the
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Night Dinner
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Fire In Japan Kills At
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The administration is optimistic its energy policies can
minimize the loss of jobs because of the fuel shortage.
But the toll continues, with
new layoffs affecting thousands
of workers in the automobile
and aviation industries.
"There are some difficult
days ahead on unemployment,"
one government economist said
Wednesday. He predicted the
jobless rate would rise from its
present 4.5 per cent but would
fall short of the 6 per cent rate
forecast widely by private
economists.
And Interior Secretary Rogers C.B. Morton said that, if
the nation cooperates in the administration's fuel-conservation
measures, We will minimize
the impact on jobs."
Meanwhile, General Motors
ordered new layoffs affecting
thousands at workers. The giant auto maker is slowing production because of slack de-
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Administration Optimistic Its
Policies Will Minimize Job Loss
By JEFFERY MILLS ..
Associated Press Writer
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mand for most larger cars,
partly as a result of the gasoline shortage.
The number of workers idled
at each plant was not announced.
American Airlines said it was
laying off 214 of its 3,703 pilots
effective Jan. 2 as a result of
flight cancellations caused by
shortages in jet fuel. A spokesman said further cuts in personnel might be necessary.
Cessna Aircraft Co. said it
will lay off 2,400 workers by
Friday night and blamed production cutbacks on President
Nixon's reduction of fuel for
business flying.
Other layoffs have been made
in the chemical, construction
and textile industries. Travel
and recreation industries also
are expected to be hard hit.
In Florida, where tourism is
the leading industry, an economist said 180,000 more residents of the state could be out
of work by April because of the
fuel shortage.

aturday Is
Try Murray
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'111;ere were these other developments:
—Arab leaders, meeting in
Algiers, said they would continue to hold back oil from countries they consider friendly to
Israel. The Arab oil-producing
nations have slapped a total
embargo on the United States.
—The director of a Ford
Foundation energy project said
the United States faces possible
oil and gas shortages and higher prices for years to come.
—.Sen. Frank E. Moss, Ni
Utah, said last winter's heating-fuel shortage may have
been conjured up by the major
oil companies. Moss, the first
witness as a Senate interior
subcommittee opened hearings
into whether oil companies are
competitive, suggested limiting
each oil company to one phase
of operation, such as drilling,
refining or retailing.
—The National Safety Council
said Nixon's proposals to conserve gasoline could save as
many as 14,000 lives a year on
the nation's highways. .

This Saturday, December 1, is "Try Murray First Day" and
al merchants have stocked their shelves with all kinds of
tans so that shoppers can find that special gift for a hard-tolease relative or friend.
A special, 20-page, tabloid -Ctwistmas Shoppers. Guide"
on is included in today's Ledger & Times. The action is
-packed with gift bargains at local Waimea firma.
The Rotary Club auction will begin at 1 pan Saturday and a
traits Parade will be held later In the evening bringing
ta Claus into town approximately oi p.m. Included to the
will be the Murray State Band, the Murray High Hand.
Calloway High Rand and the Murray Mid,* School Band
Alma participating ii the parade will be the Murray Sbrtne
Clowns, local police, fire arul teli..110 squad units, Siambeauty queen nominee*, the North Marsha Twirlers.
ie units, the Angels of Mercy, ehildrim'a theatre ttiaracFlsher-PriceToy.s and of 1.•ourse,St Nick himself.
The Alpha Thu Omega pledges from Murray State University
11 work as voluntary doormi for Murray merchants on
y. They will be atatiomd at main entrances of bualness.
to help Christmas Shoppers with packages tri and cot of
starts and helping carry packaged to (lira.
Spoitesineti for.the wisiriatyadd that they wanted to
"Try ifIerrayirkst" protAWNS.Weaker*
Sticei of
pledge class are: pairriii MOM Ite* Ammar,Keftb
Briggs, Neil Cevtogtes,Milserreech,Bruce Douglas,
ord, Pat Gomm,Ken Harrell, FelOse Harris, Mite Her
Howard, John Lama. F'eye 1.angton, Jett
Manley, Peal Mauer, David Wag,Immi
, Tony Patton, Steve Poetises, Tion
udolph, Ralph Thacker, and Mike
•

Oil Famine Viewed By U.N.
As Short-Term Political Crisis
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — The lights in the halls
of the U.N. headquarters are
dimmed to save scarce electricity. But the offices where
the world's energy picture is
kept under constant scrutiny
glow with hope for the future.
The oil famine in the West,
brought on by Arab restrictions, is viewed here as more of
0 short-term political crisis
than a long-term problem
stemming from a real shortage.
A widely publicized Club of
Rome treatise predicted that an
expanding world economy
would run out of oil in 47 years
and coal in 122 years. But U.N.
experts still stand by a 1e72
U.N. report that the world's oil
may last for more than 75
years and the coal supplies
three or four times that long.
The U.N. experts say estimates of oil in the earth are on
the increase and plenty of other
energy sources still remain to
be tapped or developed.

world's current oil well reserves.
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the West will spur the search
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Witnesses said
there were about 100 people on
Former State Representative
the roof but most of them were
Shelby McCallum of Benton has
rescued.
been appointed to the Kentucky
Ironically, when the fire
Railroad Commission by Gov. broke out repair work was
Wendell Ford.
being done on fire fighting and
McCallon will complete the other such equipment in the
term of George A. Ford of Hick- store, officials said.
man who died earlier this year.
A group of students from the
Helicopters lifted off surviSPACE CENTER, Houston Instead, the spacemen on motors automatically takes
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served as a state represen- ladders to the upper floors. One astronauts have
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ficiently with two command formance will be Prof. Carl Baggett, Johnny Cannon, Doug
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control
the
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Under
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Schneider said maneuvering "Orpheus in the Underworld," patients at Western State
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control
attitude
dicted
through 1975. The post carries a
Police said the cause of the
until Friday and the Symphony No. 2 in b Hospital during Christmas.
the two remaining gyros can won't be resumed
Maneuvers are required for
fire had not been determined,
24 hours is minor by Alexander Bordin, one
than
salary of $2,000 per year.
Attorney Ron Christopher
more
because
earth resources surveys, be overloaded much more
Other commission members and they did not know how most
maneuvers. required to work out computer of the more prominent of the was a visitor at the meeting as a
during
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comet
the
viewing
are Robert Damon, chairman, many people were in the store
nineteenth-century Russian goest of Tom Shirley.
programs.
and photographing star fields. Then a network of small jet
when It started
and Chester Ftlgsby.

They make these arguments:
World demand for liquid fuels
— mainly oil — is growing
about 8 per cent per year, judging from the 1960-70 rate. But
the estimates of oil reserves
have been growing, too, from 7
billion tons in 1937 to 64 billion
in 1960 and a trillion in 1970.
The more opportunity oil men
see for making money, the
harder they look for oil..
An investment of $300 to $300
Is needed to boost the capacity
of Middle East oil wells by a
barrel a day; a $2,000 investment will be needed for a
barrel-a-day output of North
Sea wells, expected to start
producing in 1976. When the
cost of bringing out oil reaches
$5,000, it will equal the cost of
producing from oil shales and
tar sands, and production from
those sources will become economically feasible. Tar sands
are estimated to be twice as
plentiful and oil shales 1,000
times as plentiful as the

MSU Jaycees To
Hold Charter
Night Dinner
The Murray State University
Jaycees will hold their charter
night dinner on Saturday,
December 1, at seven p.m, at
the Murray Woman's Club
House, according to Alan
Caddie, spokesman for the
organization.
Special guests speakers will
be Dr. Constantine Curris,
president of Murray State
University; State Senator
Carroll Hubbard of Mayfield;
and Jim Sparrow, state
president of the Kentucky
Jaycees.
Senator Hubbard, formerly
an active Jaycee at the local
and state levels, has been
named "Outstanding Young
Man in Kentucky" by the
Kentucky Jaycees.
At the dinner on Saturday, Dr.
Curris will be presented an
honorary charter membership
In the Murray State University
Jaycees and a plaque.

7-11 WEATHER
FORECAST
Fair and cool again tonight.
Low in the upper 30s. Sunny
and warmer Friday, high in the
low 603.
Fair and unseasonably warm
Saturday, and continued warm
on Sunday. Turning cooler Monday. Chance of showers Sunday
or Monday. Lows in the upper
:Os In kip! 49.1 COmtday, the
mid to upper M Sunday, and
the upper 30s to low 40s Monday. Highs Saturday and Sunday in the upper 606 to low 70s,
and in the upper 50a to low e(s
Monday.

Fire In Japan Kills At
Least 66 Persons Today

Fiscal Court Asks That County
Be Declared A Disaster Area

.
Three Named
Warrants
On
In
I
Drug Charges

Fire Destroys
Fussell Home

University Symphony Orchestra To
Present Winter Concert Tuesday

Cancer Clinics
Planned Here

McCallum Is
Appointed
By Governor

Skylab Astronauts Receive Okay
To Resume Maneuvers Of Station

MHS Students
Speak At Lions
Club Meeting
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CHILDREN OF the Sigma Kindergarten at Robertson School prepare decorations for "A Visit
With Santa" to be held Saturday, December 8, sponsored by the Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. Sessions will be at 9:30 a.m. and one p.m. at the club house and tickets may be purchased by calling 753-3574. Shown here, left to right, are Lynn Paulk, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Paulk, Jay Simmons, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Simmons, and Jeff Holland, son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Holland.

Student Council
Of Calloway At
State Meeting
The Calloway County High
School Student Council sent four
delegates to the Kentucky
Association of Student Councils
state convention in Covington
held November 10, at Notre
Dame Academy.
This is the first year Calloway
has been a member of the
Association and qualified to
send delegates.
The four train Calloway High
were Sandra Stom, 0.13.
Garland, Beth Crabtree, and
Tim Belcher, who were accompanied by their chaperone,
Mrs Carolyn Parker
They attended both general
sessions and discussion groups
held in the afternoon.
The Student Council of
Calloway County High School
plans to become more active
than it has in the past and will
play a larger role in the high
school's activities, a council
spokesman said.
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Thursday, November 29
The Acteens of Memorial
Baptist Church will have a book
study on "What In the World Is
God Doing" at five p.m.

Murray State A Christmas
dance will be for members and
guests at nine p.m Tickets may
be obtained from Bobby Fike or
at the door.

The Mission
Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs Laura
Jennings at seven p.m

Saturday, December 1
The bazaar by the Senior
Citizens will continue at the
community room of Murray
Federal Savings and Loan.

The Zeta Department of the
Murray ,Wornan's Club will
Third production of "The
have an open meeting at the Great Cross Country
Race" will
club house at 7:30 p.m. This will be presented in
Lovett
be an auction to raise funds for Auditorium, MSU, at
9:30 a.m.
the department in its civic by the Children's
Theatre.
projects.
Hostesses
are
Mesdames Haron West, Max
Harvest Sunday School Class
Beale, Cecil Farris, Allen
of First Baptist Church will
McCoy, Jack Bailey, and
have a dinner at the fellowship
Marshall Jones.
hall of the church at 6:30 p.m.

Murray-Calloway County
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Rangers and Rangerettes will
have a pizza party at the F&AM will meet in stated
second
Woodmen building from six to communication in the
Inflation Ups Beef Price
degree at the lodge hall.
As the cherished cut of beef 7:30 p.m.
makes its way from ranch to
ROTC Cadet Wives and
Trombone Choir Concert,
supermarket meat counter, it
have bake sales at
confronts increasing costs all conducted by Prof. Raymond Fiancees will
from
along the line. Wages and Conklin, will be held in Recital Roses Department Store
at
taxes are up. The coats of ma- Hall of the Fine Arts Building, ten am. to one p.m. and
p.m
to
four
from
two
Littleton's
terials, equipment and sup- MSU, at 8:15 p.m.
plies, including feed, are up.
Obviously, the retail price of
Sunday, December 2
Friday, November 30
beef must reflect these effects
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crouch
Children's theatre will
of inflation on the total econ- present "The
Great Cross will celebrate their 50th wedomy in addition to the upward
9:30 a.m. in ding anniversary with a
Country
Race"
at
pressure of ever increasing
receptioA at the borne of their
Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
consumer demand.
son, Ronald Crouch, 101 South
12th Street, Murray,from one to
"The Wild Bunch" is the four pan. All friends and
Student Organization movie to relatives are invited.
be shown at 7:30 p.m. in the
DRIVE
University School auditorium.
IN
572:49171
te

051URRAY

Open 6:45-Start 7:15
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
"
THE BIG

Senior Citizens will have a
bazaar from seven to nine p.m.
at the conmiunity room of
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan.

BUST OUT
"Eril
Oaks Country Club will hold
annual awards banquet at seven
p.m. with a social hour and
business meeting at six p.m. at
the Student Union Building,

—and—
"FLY

ME"

Bruce Lee's Last Movie!

K Starts TONIGHT
One Week Only(

The ultimate in
Martial Arts adventure
and excitement!

BRUCE LEE
JIM KELLY
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Mrs. Dorothy Simon
Presents Program
At Church Meeting

The United Methodist Women
of the Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church met Monday,
November 12, at one p.m. with
the vice-president, Mrs. Lora
Wilkinson, presiding.
Simon,
Dorothy
Mrs.
spiritual leader, used for her
table setting three pictures—
one of a ship representing the
church, Our Savior, and
symbols of the Old Testament.
Her thought for the day was
"Prayer is Opening the Door to
the Power of God."
Her subject was "Signpost,
Detours and Roadmaps." She
showed pictures of very interesting objects which are in
The Bible and gave a talk on
each picture.
Hostesses for this month were
Mrs. Ethel Walker and Mrs.
Elvie Carson. Visitors present
were Mrs. Amble Willoughby
and Mrs. Cozie Lawrence.
Twelve members were present.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Toni Hopson
on Monday, December 10, at
one p.m. Christmas gifts will be
exchanged and also sunshine
friends' gifts.
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Mrs Michael Morton, nee
Paula Wilson, was coinplimented with a lovely
household shower held on
Monday, November 5, at seven
p.m. at the Community Room of
the Dees Bank of Hazel.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Mesdames Paul
Grogan, Madison Shaw, Billy
Edmonds, Gutherie Grogan,
Jimmy Gallimore, all of
Murray, and Neddie Mathis of
Buchanan, Tenn.
For the occasion the honoree
chose to wear a rust knit pant
suit and was presented a corsage of yellow and bronze baby
mums with gold double wedding
rings.
Mrs. Paul Max WiLnon,
mother of the honoree, wore a
brown and white trimmed pant
suit, and Mrs. Mickie Morton,
mother-in-law of the honoree,
was attired in a yellow knit
pantsuit. Both had corsages
similar to that of the honoree.
Thhe honoree opened her
many lovely gifts for the guests
to view. The centerpiece for the
gift table was made by Mrs.
Nedciie Mathis, Mrs. Gutherie
Grogan, and Mrs. Jimmy
Gallirnore. It consisted of a
large basket filled with fall
decorations and many useful
household items for the bride to
use.
Games were played with Mrs.
Pat Scott and Mrs. Jimmy
Galin:Bore being the recipients
of the prizes.
Refreshments of punch, nuts,
mints, and cake decorated with
yellow and white made by Mrs.
J.B. Dover of Hazel were served
from the beautifully covered
table centered with a fall
arrangement of mums which
was a gift from the hostesses to
the honoree.
Fifty-four persons were
present or sent gifts.

Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Gibson
The wedding of Miss Joyce
Ann Winchester and Darrell
Gibson was solemnized in a
lovely October wedding at the
sanctuary of the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs E.D. Winchester
and the groom is the son of Rev.
and Mrs. Roy E. Gibson, all of
Murray Route Five.
Rev. Gibson, father of the
groom, performed the double
ring ceremony before the altar
decorated with lovely floral
arrangements by Mrs. Lourelle
Forrest and Miss Lucy Forrest.
Music for the weddhig was
by Miss Maurits Rickman,
pianist.
Bride's Duals
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was lovely in her
white floor length gown made of
polyester knit with lace
covering the bodice. White trim
adorned the empire waist and
sleeves and around the bottom
of the gown which was made by
the bride's mother.
She carried a bridal bouquet
of baby's breath and baby
carnations with lace and pearls
placed on a white Bible.
Miss Sabrina Ann Tucker
was the maid of honor and only
attendant for the bride. She

Bridge & Luncheon
Held By Country
Club Women Here

The women of the Murray
Country Club held their regular
bridge session and luncheon on
Wednesday, November 28, at
the club.
Winners for bridge were Mrs.
Richard Knight, first high, Mrs.
Ed Watson, second high, and
Mrs. M.C. Garrott, best sport,
according to the bridge
hostesses, Mrs. Don Robinson,
and Mrs. Richard Orr.
Lunch was served at noon
Chester
Mesdames
with
Hughes Girl
Thomas, Burnus D. Hall, A.C.
Dr. and Mrs. Donald G.
Sanders, Edward Shinners, Hughes, 1610 Sycamore ExTommye D. Taylor, Phillip tended, are the parents of a
Tibbs, Delores Hall, Heron baby girl, Heather Lorene, born
West, J.B. Wilson, and Joe T. Sunday, November 25, at 9:09
Thurman as hostesses.
p.M. at the Murray-Calloway
The next bridge session and County Hospital.
luncheon will be the special
Grandparents are Mrs. A.L.
Christmas event on
Wed- Hughes
and the late Mr.
nesday, December 12.
Hughes of Murray and Mr. and
Bridge will be played at nine Mrs. David Valentine of Route
a.m. with Mrs. Richard Knight One, Puryear, Tenn. A great
as hostess and special prises grandmother is Mrs. Johnnie
will be presented.
Hodges of the Puryear Nursing
Luncheon hostesses will be Horne.
Mesdames John R. Farrell,
Tommy Chrisp, 0.13. Boone,
Stanford Hendrickson, Robert
V. Johnson, James G. Owen,
The Odrinex Nan can help you
and Donald Burke.
become the slim trim person that you
would
like to be. Odrinex has been used
All women of the club are
successfully by thousands all over the
urged to attend the special country for 14 years. Get rid of excess
Christmas event on December fat and live longer.
Odrinex is a tiny tablet and easily
12.
swallowed Containsnodangerous drugs
No starving No special efercises
MICHIGAN GUESTS
°drones Plan costs $3.25 and the large
Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Snell, Jr., economy size $5 25
and children, John, Chuck, and
You must lose ugly fat or your
Jennifer Anne, have returned to money will be refunded No questions
asked. Accept no substitutes Sold with
their home in Bloomfield Hills, this
guarantee by.
Mich.,
after
spending
Thanksgiving in the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.R.
Parker, Murray Route Three.
Central shopping Center

FBIRTHS4

FAT
OVERWEIGHT

wore a dress of lavender knit
with white and lavender ribbon
designed identical to that of the
bride. She carried two long
stemmed lavender carnations
with lavender ribbons tied in
love knots.
Larry England was best man
for Gibson. The ushers were
Ronnie Gibson and George
Taylor.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was
beautifully decorated by Mrs.
Lourelle Forrest and Miss Lucy
Forrest.
Serving at the reception were
Sue Mftinney, Betty Cooper,
Vicki Lamb, Marsha Ernstberger, Lucy Forrest, and
Lourelle Forrest.
The register table was
presided over by Gale Broach
and Wanda Rolfe.
The couple left later for a
wedding trip to Nashville ,
Tenn., and are now at home at
B.5 Coach Estates, Murray.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Gibson are
1973 graduates of Calloway
County High School.
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Mrs. Helen Wells Lassiter
was hostess to the J.N. Williams
Chapter No. 805 United
Daughters of the Confederacy
at a coffee held recently in the
home of her son arid daughterin-law, Judge and Mrs. James
M. Lassiter of 1313 Wells Blvd.
Miss Maude F. Nance,
president, opened the meeting
with the pledge to the flag,
followed* by a Thanksgiving
prayer offered by the chaplain,
Mrs. Hess Crossland.
Miss Nance, acting in the
absence of Mrs. John Livesay,
interesting
presented an
program of by-gone days which
included an account of her
mother's and father's wedding
supper. The menu consisted of a
variety of meats, relishes,
vegetables, burgoo, pies, cakes
and Kentucky float.
Announcement was made of
the thirty minute UDC radio
for
scheduled
program
December 10, at 8:30 a.m. over
Station WNPS, Murray. Mrs.
W.Z. Carter, Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, Mrs. John J. Livesay
and Miss Maude Nance will be
in charge of the program.
Plans were completed for a
Christmas donation to be given
to the disabled veterans at
Fort Campbell.
The hostess, assisted by Mrs.
James Lassiter, served a
delicious party plate depicting
the Thanksgiving theme.
Members present were: Miss
Maude F. Nance, Mesdames
Henry Elliott. Charles Stubblefield, Hess Crossland, W.Z.
Carter, J.O. Chambers, Melas
Linn, and the hostess Mrs.
Helen W. Lassiter.
The next meeting will be
December 19, with a Christmas
luncheon at 12:00 noon in the
home of Mrs. John J. Livesay at
New Concord.
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By Abigail Van Burent
DEAR ABBY: Tell that doctor's wife to move over!
(When she complained to her husband that she felt sick, he
told her to take two aspirin and go to bed.) I am the wife
of a prominent attorney, and here is my story:
Nearly two years ago when we moved cross country,
our van was involved in a serious accident, and most of my
prized antiques were destroyed. Yes, they were insured, but
we haven't collected because my husband hasn't had time
to follow up on the claim
Last summer our 6-year-old son was hospitalized for

two weeks when his counselor at day camp slipped and
spilled hot wax over 60 per cent of my son's body! (That
was the last time they attempted to make candles at that
camp.)
Altho the camp admitted their liability, and provided us
with all the necessary forms, we have not collected for the
hospitalization, medication or plastic surgery because my
husband simply hasn't gotten around to doing the legal
work yet.
I have a scrapbook filled with newspaper articles written about my husband, but if you print this in your "Dear
Abby" column, I will frame it, and hang it in the
MAY DAY
bathroom!.

DEAR ABBY: I sure got a bang out of all those women
who wrote that they were married to doctors, plumbers,
carpenters and hairdressers, but when it came to performing services for their own families, theY._ wouldn't do a
thing
I am married to a man who provides a personal service, but I sure don't want any of his professional services
LOVES LIFE
At least not yet. He's a mortician.
DEAR ABBY: You are being unfair when you attribute
group sex to animals! Some animals mate for life. Some
are promiscuous, and some are polygamous, but if you
know of any that practice group sex in any form—from
foursomes to the whole neighborhood, please name the
breed or apologize for attributing human aberrations to the
more normal furred and feathered creatures who cannot
write to Dear Ab4y.
A. W. LYONS, PROSPECT, KY.
apologize for insulting the aniI
LYONS:
DEAR MR.
mals. And in this connection, may I say that man is the
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only animal that blushes. Or needs to.
DEAR ABBY: Every time you print a letter about a
dog barking, I get three copies of it in three separate
envelopes—all meticulously anonymous. They are obviously
from the same person.
Since I don't know who the person is, but know he for
she] reads your column, I'd like that person to know that I
ignore such gutless infantile tactics, and place anonymous
poison pen letters on the same level with barking dogs.
BOWSER IN ALTADENA, CAL.
DEAR BOWSER: You are slightly more charitable than
I. I place them lower.

Perfect

for
Christmas

ANN HERBERT

Open Weeknights
Till 9 p.m.

Bel Air Shopping Center

First Quality

NOVELTY
TIPS
99

MEMBERS OF the New Concord 4-H Club held their regular meeting at the school with the
program by Fred Gillum. Project books were given out and community improvements were
discussed. Present were Karen Wilson, Touya Smotherman, Tammy Smotherman, Terry
Smotherman, Pat Cunningham, Tommy Lax, Kim Bogard, Vtckie Cunningham, Todd Rose,Sammy
Smith, Tammy Outland, Rodney Eaker, Ken Monter, Jeff Wyatt, Sammy Cunningham, Randy
Jackson, Gary Thurman, Billy Leslie, Bruce McManus, Joe Todd, Kim Weatherford, Freddy Vincent, Kenny Jackson, and Ricky Barrow.

Miss Etana Morris Spring Creek BYW
Honored At Shower Has Program Meet
The Baptist Young Women of
At ihe Club House
Spring Creek Baptist
Morris,
Etana
Miss
December bride-elect of Carl
David Hardie, was honored with
a household shower held on
Friday, November 9, at seven
p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
For the occasion the brideelect was attired in a long dark
green velvet dress with white
embroidery trim. She wore a
red carnation corsage.
pink
of
Arrangements
stravrflowers and rose prince
as
used
feathers were
decorations throughout the
room.

Group 1-100% Cotton Knits in many
styles and colors for Pants or Skirts.
Group II—Blue "Fade-Out" Acetate
with cinch waist, button front
Washable tie-dye.

the
Church held its regular
November meeting at the
church with the president,
Patty Greer, presiding.
Margaret Greer read the call
to prayer with prayer by Mrs.
Stanley Letterman. Some new
projects were discussed.
The program, "Serving and
Being Served On Mission
Fields" was presented by the
five members present who were
Patty Greer, Margaret Greer,
Wynnona Brinn, Marylan
Feagin, and Mrs. Stanley
Letterman.
The BYW enjoyed the book
study with Flint Baptist Young
Women and
participated
in the Week of Prayer service
with the WMU of Spring Creek
in the month of October.
The next meeting will be held
December 3 at the church.

As the guests entered they
signed the bride's book. Games
were conducted by Mrs. Zeta
Young, Mrs. Becky Gore, and
Miss Kathryn Hardie with the
recipients of the prizes being
Mrs. Doris Weatherford and
Mrs. Mary Jane Roberson.
The honoree opened her many
lovely gifts after which
homemade cakes, nuts, mints,
coffee, and punch were served.
The gracious hostesses for the
bridal occasion were Mesdames
Ruby Burchett, Becky Gore,
Anne Darnell, Helen Starks,
Lori Lynn Rogers was
June Lockhart, Zeta Young, honored with a party in
Louise Ross, Irene Bennett, celebration of her fourth birKathryn Wyatt, Burma Mc- thday on Monday, November 12,
Daniel, and Mavis Young.
given by her parents, Mr. and
About forty-five persons were Mrs. Andy Rogers at their
home.
present or sent gifts.
Balloons, party hats, and
favors were presented to the
honoree and her guests. Games
were played.
Refreshments of the birthday
cake iced in pink and white,
along with ice cream and punch
were served by Mrs. Rogers.
Present were Cathy Jenkins,
Kelly Bolls, Kela Conley, Stacy
Woods, Angel Adams, Melissa
Murdock,
Adams, Tonya
Rayann Murdock, and Lori
Lynn Rogers.
Also attending were the
brother, Greg
honoree's
Rogers, Mrs. Linda Murdock,
Mrs. Gayle Adams, Mrs. Paul
Jones, aunt of the honoree, Mrs.
Estelle Shelton, grandmother of
the honoree, and Mrs. Rogers.
we will hold it

Choose from
several styles in prints and
solids, wool acrylic and synthetic
blends.
Beautiful colors.

DON'T TRY TO HIDE IT!

1

Use our Christmas Lay-Away and
until Christmas Eve.

We Specialize In... 10 Speed Bikes and Repair,
Also Single, 3 and 5 speeds.

511 So. 12th

Phone 753-0388

rite

OODIE PLACE
Aurora. Ky.

•Wicker Furniture
Victoriarr Pizza in
Shelves
Racks
Chairs
Planters
Headboards Tables

ANN HERBERT
er '
g-Cent
Air7ShoPPin
Bel

as,.
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Seen&Neard I State Government Report!
Around
Murray

A CALENDAR OF

Factand
0011017
immansi

By James C
•

"About the time our Constitution was being
drafted some 200 years ago," notes a Montana
Chamber of Commerce publication, "Alexander
Tyler wrote a book about the Athenian Republic.
He predicted that no democracy could survive
because of the eventual greed of its people. Tyler
said: 'A democracy cannot exist as a permanent
form of government. It can only exist until the voters
discover that they can vote themselves largesse
from the public treasury. From that moment on, the
majority will always vote for the candidates
promising the most benefits from the public
treasury, with the result that a democracy always
collapses over loose fiscal policies, and is always
followed by a dictatorship.' "
+++
The Outdoor News Bulletin, published by the
Wildlife Management Institute, observes, "Wildlife
officials in many states across the nation report that
poaching is on the rise, ostensibly in the wake of the
alleged beef shortage. Several states have curtailed
many of their management activities and assigned
more personnel to law enforcement details.
Oklahoma Wildlife officials estimate that poaching
in that state may have increased as much as 200 per
cent... (recently)....Several state wildlife agencies
are asking all citizens to help apprehend poachers."
+++
"The railroads of America would be vastly
stronger, and the public better served, if the
government would allow railroad managements to
manage. The railroads must be freed from the
inequalities of government regulation. We can't
request a general rate increase until a financial
problem develops. That's no way to run a rpillbad."
— Mr. Louis W. Menk, Chairman of the Board,
Burlington Northern Inc.
+++
"Word from deep inside the President's Council of
Economic Advisers is," says U.S. News & World
Report, "that food prices probably will rise another
10 or 15 percent next year. Added to the 20 percent
jump predicted for 1973 by the Department of
Agriculture, this would mean a whopping 30 to 35
percent increase in food bills in a span of just two
years."
+ +•
Companies involved in future regulatory dealings
with the federal government may be wise to postpone such dealings as much as possible, advises the
Research Institute of America Inc. Reason: the
Watergate shakeup of top policymaking jobs had
created an "unpredictable" bureaucracy. With a
weakening of the Administration's "go slow" policy,
bureaucrats are likely to respond quickly to consumer groups' pressures, the Institute says.
+ ++
"Emission control is counterreactive to fuel
economy. Because of the energy crisis, we must now
put fuel economy on an equal basis with emission
control and safety as our Number One concern." —
Mr. E.M. Estes, executive vice president, General
Motors Corp.
+ ++
The Wall Street Journal writes, "Students have
defaulted on $55.2 million of federally guaranteed
loans over the past five years, the Office of
Education said. Officials said they have recovered
only $3.2 million of the amount so far, and have increased the number of collectors to 28 from three.
Some $6.1 billion of federal and state guaranteed
loans have gone to 6.1 million college end vocational
schools."
+++
As the Health News Digest, a Blue Cross of Oregon
publication notes, "No person shall smoke any
cigar, cigarette, or tobacco......' are "the first words
of a new Oregon law intended to protect the health of
non-smokers. The law applies to any indoor public
meeting of any State government body, and became
effective immediately, upon Governor Tom McCall's signing it in June. Violation of the law will cost
a $10 fine."

Bible Thought For Today
I will strengthen them in the Lord: and they shall
walk up and down in his name, said the Lord.—
Zechariah 10:12.

We can be truly Christian only when our lives are
undergirded and sustained by a spiritual strength
that comes from God.
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It does not appear that we
have done much about the
leaves in our yard, but we have
gathered there in two tunes this
month.

By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD

We think we'll just wait now ************************************
until the rest of them have
fallen before we rake them up
MAYFIELD, Ky. -- The 138 legislators who will
again. We don't actually rake
comprise the 1974 Kentucky General Assembly are
them because our Wheel Horse
scheduled to convene at Kentucky Dam Village State
throws them to the right, so we
Park next Sunday through Tuesday for their
just go round and round in ever
pre-legislative conference.
decreasing circles pushing the
About one-third of the senators and representatives
leaves to the center. The
of the next session of the state legislatu:e are
mulching action reduces the
freshmen and they have been invited to a seminar and
P46
volume to a great degree and
discussion period at the Gilbertsville resort park
usually we end up with just a
beginning Friday of this week.
wheelbarrow or two of mulched
Veteran legislators and members of the Legislative
Fog
leaves. If the leaves are very
Research Commission staff will be speaking to and
dry and crackly, sometimes we
assisting legislators who will be making the trip to the
have none at all left.
law-making chambers of the state capitol for the first
time.
We sort of agree with the
Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll is to speak to the newly
fellow who claimed that fallen
elected legislators next Saturday afternoon.
leaves multiply at night.
Gov. Wendell Ford will speak at the main banquet
of the conference next Monday night.
Nice conversation with
Selections of the Senate and House of
Wayne Flora several days ago.
Representatives leadership for the coming 60-day
Wayne is a good thinker and
session will probably be determined at party caucuses
quite astute.
next Monday afternoon. House Democrats will need a
large meeting room as there are 80 of them. Other
Pruned our Wisteria Vine in
meetings- regarding the choosing of leadership will
an attempt to make it into a
HOUSING SLUMP SOLUTION
consist of 20 House Republicans, 29 Senate
tree. Picked the strongest
Democrats and 9 Senate Republicans.
branch for the tree trunk and
There will be very little jockeying among
clipped off all the rest. Now,
Democrats as those who held top legislative positions
when the ground gets soft, we
in the 1972 session will most likely be re-elected.
With the housing industry in a
will drive in a stake so that we
Nixon's plan to phase out major
In the House elections Norbert Blume (Speaker),
can tie up the "trunk" and
serious slump, due mainly to a
subsidies for housing construction
Billy Paxton (Speaker Pro Tern), John Swinford
maybe next year, we'll have a
shortage of mortgage money at
(Majority Floor Leader), W. J. Reynolds (Majority
and instead to subsidize the inyoung tree.
Caucus Chairman) and George F. Harris (Majority
comfortable interest rates and a
shopthat
are
families
come of
Whip) are all returning for the 1974 session.
curtailment of federal subsidy
ping for a place to live.
While in Mexico we ordered
Lt. Gov. Carroll is president of the Senate by virtue
Congress
is
under
programs,
our supper in terrible Spanish
The more we think about the
of his office. Sen. William L. Sullivan (President Pro
pressure to do something — anyand
ended
up
with
"please."
President's idea, the more logical
Tern), Sen. Tom Garrett (Majority Caucus Chairman)
thing — to get the blood flowing
The young waiter politely inarid Sen. Joe Stacy (Majority Whip)are returnees and
it sounds. It is not just waste and
formed us that please, in
again. The decision to be made is
are expected to be in leadership posts again, though
corruption and extravagant costs
por
favor.
He
did
it
Spanish,
is
whether to patch together the
who will succeed U. S. Sen. Dee Huddleston, the state
that discredit the old approach to
in a gracious manner however.
Senate's
Majority Floor Leader last session, is
remnants of existing housing proThese
low-income housing.
They never try to hurt your
undecided. Garrett may be President Pro Tern,
grams and try to make them work
planned housing developments
feelings or laugh at your clumsy
Sullivan Majority Floor Leader and Stacy Majority
better, or to move in the new diattempts to speak their
have tried to fit people with indiCaucus Chairman, with Sullivan being the one to pick
rection outlined by President
language. They appreciate your
vidual tastes and life-styles into a
his choice. There is much speculation that Sullivan
even trying and encourage it.
Nixon in his housing message sent
may become a candidate next year for U. S. Senator
standard mold, and injected govto Congress in September.
and his being floor leader would give him more
ernment into a landlord-tenant
One of the great implements
This is a good time to remember
opportunities for actual legislative leadership than
relationship that is best a private
of the politician is "the crisis."
retaining his present position. (Sen. Huddleston
that the federal government is unone.
You can get things done in -a
would agree" with that.) If Stacy moves up, the
der no obligation to keep contraccrisis that you can never get
Majority Whip slot will be vacant.
criticized
on
The
ides
has
been
for
tors and home-builders busy
done if everything is just norOne person who will be consulted about arid agreeing
grounds that it would be simply a
the sake of being busy. It is the
mal. Take the Alaskan pipe line
to each of the leadership positions for Democrats will
for
slum"welfare
program
for instance. Without even
American in search of a decent
be Gov. Ford.
lords." It could be that, but it need
debating the pros and cons of
place to live who must be considThe Republicans might spark the only heated
issue,
you
notice
how
this
codes
are
enif
housing
not
be
ered the beneficiary of governcontests for leadership in their minority party offices.
quickly it paned both houses
forced and if builders and landment housing programs. Some of
One announced battle is that between House
after "energy crisis" was anlords take their cue to provide
Minority Leader Harold DeMarcus of Stanford and
the testimony before the Senate
nounced. The environmentalist
challenger EL-uce Blythe, a veteran representative
new or renovated housing based
Banking Committee has tended to
who had held up the project for
from Louisville. Eugene P. Stuart, outgoing House
on what people are looking for and
confuse the aspirations of the
months, did not have a chance.
Minority Caucus Chairman, has been elected to the
can afford rather than a Washingwould-be renter or homeowner
state Senate, and thus that job is available. The House
family
idea
of
how
a
ton
planner's
We
notice
that
Dr.
Elvis
with the interests of the industry
Minority Whip of last session, Arthur L. Schmidt, is
Stahr, in his talk at Dr. Curris'
should live.
that fills his needs.
rehimirtg.
inauguration, brought out the
There is little argument with
Senate Republicans have Norman Farris (Minority
True, there are uncertainties in
point of "free speech," that
Floor
Leader) and Donald Johnson (Minority Caucus
the President's position that
how this new departure in housing
everyone should have the opChairman) returning but Minority Whip Ray White of
making more mortgage money
subsidies would work. They are
portunity to have his say. That
Bowling Green did not seek re-election and there is a
available at reasonable interest
Hitler, et al, were in favor of
certainly no greater than the unvacancy in that spot. Both Farris and Johnson could
this only if the other fellow
rates would stimulate construccertainties Congress accepted in
meet with opposition for their posts.
agreed with them. We received
tion of homes for Americans
1967 when it embarked on then unThe actions at the pre-legislative conference will be
much
criticism
when
we
whose income makes buying a
tried concepts of massive subsimade official when the 1974 session begins
decried the inviting of Mr.
house feasible at today's prices.
unofficially with party caucuses Monday, Jan. 7, at
dies to lenders and builders. We
Kuntsler to Murray by the
the Senate and House chambers. (The first legislative
The major point of controversy
.now have the benefit of experiStudent Government of Murray
day will be Jan. 8.)
involves those in lower income
ence revealing the shortcomings
State. We had no idea of
brackets— the same group whose
preventing Mr. Kuntsler from
in that solution to housing the
Publication of this weekly column begins this week
having his say-so. What we
housing problem was supposed to
poor. In recognizing the imporin the Ashland Daily Independent, The Leader-News
contested
was
the
extremely
have been solved by the now-distance that Americans in all inat Greenville and Central City and The Kentucky
bad judgment of the Student
credited programs of the Johnson
Standard at Bardstown.
come brackets place on freedom
Government in inviting such a
years.
of choice in how and where they
John Murphy, outdoor editor of The Kentucky
person to speak here when there
Congress, with the backing of
live, President Nixon's experiPost for 40 years, has been named 1973 Kentucky
were so many other people who
many industry spokesmen, has
State Conservationist of the Year. The award,
ment holds greater promise of
had so many other positive and
presented annually by the League of Kentucky
been reluctant to accept Mr.
constructive thoughts to offer,
success.
Sportsmen and the Kentucky Wildlife Federation
Had Kuntsler wanted to get on a
THANK YOU
Foundation, was presented Murphy by Gov. Ford
soap box in the court square, it
FOR ADVICE
recently
at the ninth annual Governor's Conservation
would
have
suited
us
fine.
He
MotorcyclDON
(
AP)
—
LON,
Achievement Awards dinner in Louisville.
ist R. C. Staines was irked should have this right. We
Murphy's Kentucky Post column, Astream and
when a patrolman stopped him merely thought that it was
Afield,
to
fasten
his
crab
has won for him and his newspee.)er national
and
told
him
l'oolish
to
waste
time
and
money
Jr.
Riblet
Carl
by
helmet properly. "I thought it in getting this man to Murray.
recognition through the years.
is
big
and
tough
Frosty,
who
dog,
weimaraner
My
was just plain petty," he said.
Clyde Hubbard, Louisville, secretary-treasurer of
But, soon after being Awned, There are Nobel Prize winand can lick almost anything, was lying peacefully
LKS and awards chairman, was master of ceremonies
northeast
for the awards dinner program at the Executive Inn.
on the rug in front of my chair when, for no reason I Staines, of Chingford,
ners, scientists, statesmen,
IDndon, was in a crash. He essmaller
companion,
Lady
Among the other award recipients was Murphy's
and
gentle
could see, his
caped with cuts. Staines wrote historian, authors, all with a
wife, Marie, who was honored "for years of
by name, walked over to him, stood cock-of-the-walk his neighborhood precinct house positive outlook on life, who
contribution to the conservation of Kentucky's
staring for a few moments and then rapped out a asking that his thanks be have so much to offer. Our
wildlife and natural resources."
stand had nothing to do with the
policeman.
to
the
passed
on
his
off
to
series of nasty barks at him. Frosty slunk
In Britain, the law says that right of a person to speak, just
The legislative Interim Committee on Health and
pallet in the hall and sighed. It is indeed true that riders of motorcycles and sim- the judgment of the S.G. in
Welfare has delayed action on a proposed abortion
ilar vehicles must wear crash inviting him.
dogs are like people.
law until the 194 session when a public hearing can
hel meta
"The female of the species if more
be held to air numerous controversial points in the
measure. Actually, because of the U. S. Supreme
deadly than the male."
Court's decision last January 22 which legalized
—Rudyard Kipling
abortions across America, all the Kentucky General
Assembly can do is set up guidelines for abortions
and perhaps protect hospitals, medical facilities and
Mrs. Loretta Bourland Futrell and her nine year
physicians who do not want to perform abortions.
old son, Randy Cottlan Futrell, former residents of
%41.Howeever, the legislation is expected to provide much
The Murray Opportunity Days sales event closed Calloway County, were killed instantly yesterday in
controversy during the coming session.
yesterday with prizes being given on the South Side an automobile accident near Effingham, Ill.
Kentucky's number of black employees has reached
New officers of the Calloway County Association
of the Court Square.
2,122 or 6.2 per cent of the total of 34,010
state
workers.
Mrs. Lizzie Hopkins, age 74, died today at 11:10 for the Mentally Retarded are Mrs. Paul Grogan,

President's idealogical

Isn't It The Truth

10 Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

a.m. at the home of a daughter, Mrs. Guy Smith of William Fandrich, Mrs. Blanche Kemp, and Mrs.
R.F. Spiceland.
Almo Route One.
The Murray State College Track team, coached by
Dr. Peter Panzera spoke on ."Peace Time Uses of
Bill
Furgerson, won the championship for the Ohio
Atomic Ermgy:',
metitig.,of the Magazine
Valley
rotilerefice.-• -Club held ifthe Wine of Mrs. E.A. Tucker with Mrs.
Brenda Page, Delores Dawson, Andrea Colley, Ed
Mary Brown as hostess.
Births reported at the Murray Hospital from Thomas, and Linda Farley, all students at Murray
November 25 to 27 include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. College High School, made perfect scores on tests
Allen Pool and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Karl E. War- sponsored by the National Office Management
Association.
ming.

e't

Seven Muhlenberg County residents have won their
suit in Muhlenberg Circuit Court to prevent Badgett
Mine Stripping Corporation frotn stripping their land.
The case is being appealed to the Kentucky Court of
"meths.,
Mineral rights deeds conveyed in 1906 and
1907
give the coal mining company the right to
the land and pay the surface owners from strip-mine
$30 to $50
an acre for land damage. The land
owners have
challenged the company's rights, claiming the
prices
are too low and that current
strip-mining procedures
are too damaging to the land.

----S.-.
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Murray High To Open Season
With Calloway Friday Night
game, with a 66 per cent
shooting average and over 11
points a game.
Jackson and Lane, both 5-11
guards for the Tigers, scored in
double figures last year with
nearly 14 points each per game.
Also competing for starting
positions are senior Johnny
Shelley, juniors Phil Miller and
and
McCuiston,
Dale
sophomore Bob Wilder.
Freshman guard Tommy
Futrell may not start Friday
night, but is certain to be a key
man in the Lakers attack.
Big James Wells, 6-8 center Futrell is averaging only
for the Lakers and rated among seven points a game, but hit 12
the top 100 players in the nation,
is averaging only 16 points per
game, while the Lakers' leading
scorer, Greg Howard, has
dropped to 21 points per game
average.

By David Hill
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Cross-town rivals Murray
High and Calloway County High
flash Friday night in the Tigers'
• season opener, with all eyes on
the Tigers as they try to knock
off the Region's top ranked
:earn in preseason polls.
• Calloway County has a lessthan-impressive 2-2 record so
far, with losses to Carlisle
County and Hickman County,
and wins over Sedalia and South
Marshall.

of 14 free throws against Hickman County and tallied a teamhigh 16 points Tuesday night.
Futrell has not been among the
starting five yet this season, but
puts in more and more time on
the floor in each game.
As a team, the Lakers have
been averaging 61 points per
game, compared to their opponents 52-point average,
mainly on the strength of an 8742 drubbing of Sedalia in the
season opener.
"I'm optimistic about the
year," Coach Bob Toon said in a
pre-season interview. "We've
got some good talent and our

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
The 1973-74 college basketball
season opens with a bang Friday night as seven of the cowltry's ranked teams start shooting — including those old
smoothies, the UCLA Bruins.
The Bruins and their fabulous
75-game winning streak open at
home against Arkansas and
hope to keep rolling Saturday
night against fourth-ranked
Maryland.
Along with the national
champions, who have won the
NCAA title seven years in a
row and nine times out of the
last ten seasons, N. 11 San
Francisco, No. 15 Arizona, No.
16 Penn, No. 17 Jacksonville,
No. 18 Alabama and No. 20
Memphis State open their seaSOM.

When you buy 1st tire at regular price

New Radial "36" Tires

San Francisco, favored to repeat as champions in the West
Coast Athletic Conference,
hosts San Diego University.
Arizona, one of the favorites
in the Western Athletic Conference, entertains Illinois.
Penn, the choice of the Ivy
league, meets New Hampshire
in a doubleheader at Philadelphia's Palestra.
Jacksonville, a strong independent from Florida, plays St.
John's, N.Y., in a tournament
at Clemson, S.C..
Alabama, one of the class
teams in the Southeastern Conference, travels to Georgia
Tech.
Memphis State, last year's
NCAA finalist against UCLA
who dropped out of the Missouri Valley Conference this
season, takes on Missouri-Rolla
at home.
The most glamorous name in
the field, of course, is UCLA —
a team that has been described

1s1 Tire

TUBILSAS WUITZWALLS

ER78-14

HR78-16
JR78-15

$47.20 $76.42
50.20 31.22
55.20 89.22
61.20 98.82
64.20 103.62

Prices Include Federal Excise Tax
Complete List of Tire Sites A••ilable

"has power to start your car when
most other batteries won't ...

Guaranteed 60-Months
Sizes

Come to Sears
for your battery

most cars
to fit

Ohio, Penn,
Texas, 'Bama
Bowl Favorites

Western Coach Doesn't Think
Player Absences Will Hurt Team

Sears Tire Prices
Start at $10 20

FR78-14
GR78-14

$32

in
with trade

Schuster is ineligible for postBOWLING GREEN, Ky.
1AP — Coach Jimmy Feix season play because of an
says he doesn't expect the ab- NCAA rule preventing particisence of four players to serious- pation by those who played
ly weaken Western Kentucky footbaill more than three years
University in Saturday's foot- after their freshman year
The same rule knocks out
ball playoff game against Lethree other Western players for
high.
Fels said Wednesday that the the NCAA college division playNational Collegiate Athletic As- offs: Quarterback Leo Pecksociation had turned down his enpa ugh and starting lineplea for a hardship waiver for backers Robert Walton and
defensive tackle Lonnie Schus- Aundra
But Flex says their absence
ter
will not "dilute the strength of
our team, If it did we would
have taken Tennessee State's
Babt Ruth Series
position and declined playoff
PINE BLUFF, Ark. (AP) — action. The depth is the real
The 1975 Babe Ruth World thing."
Series will be played at Pine
He said Western's lack of
Bluff, Ark., Aug 16-23, officials depth will be less of a handicap
said Wednesday.
because of an NCAA rule limitIt is the first time that the ing teams to 42 players for the
series will be played twice in playoffs.
the same city. Pine Bluff was
"If either one of us—Lehigh
host for the 1972 series.
or us, either one—gets anyone
Teams representing eight re- hurt, then we'd both be in
gions and a host team from trouble," Feix said.
Pine Bluff will make up the
Figle noted that quarterback
field for the double elimination Dennis Tornek alternated with
event.
Peckenpaugh during Western's
undefeated regular season, and
added that freshman quarterSports Banned
back Doug Davis of Vincennes,
BOONE, Iowa ( AP) -- Inter- Ind., played in all but one
scholastic athletic competition game and "has done a good
and practices have been job."
banned for Iowa high school
athletes during the Christmas
holiday period as a fuel conservation measure.
The Iowa High School Athletic Association said Wednesday
member schools voted 408-66 to
call off all athletic competition
between Dec. 72-30.
An association official said
50-60 Christmas basketball tournaments will be called off and
about 30 to 40 regularly scheduled wrestling and swimming
meets will be postponed.

Tin, Prices Include
Mounting
MARL 110531.7CK AND co.

\,..',\
Frog reptawensent within 90
days of purchase if battery
proves defective. After 90 days
we will replace it with • aim
battery if defective. charging
only for the period of ownership. Your monthly charges
for osrnorehip will he computed
by dividing the current selling
price Wm trade-in •t the time
of return, by the number of
month, of guarantee.
Sr...zr.-. !Am..? Cmfilff.040
rt# Suet Yaw Napoli

Sears
Tire erfel Ay% Center

'.#

outbside Shopping
Center
Phone 753-2310
Murray, Ky.

BOSTON AP) —Curt Gowdy
was honored as "the nation's
No. 1 sportscaster" Wednesday
by the Greater Boston Council
of Boy Scouts at a luncheon attended by sports and civic leaders.
Gowdy, kfiner;VAliCe. Pt The
Boston Red Sox and now a national television sportscaster,
received the annual "Good
Scout Award" at the luncheon
attended by more than 500 persons who contributed $25,000 to
the Boy Scouts

ketball Association star to sit 28 minutes of play and rookie
out the season after he jumped Ronnie Robinson provided some
help in a reserve role, leading
to the ABA.
"He would have taken the Utah over Virginia 116 to 105.
play away from us onside, if he
National Basketball Associhad been in there," said Net
center Billy Paultz, who led the ation scores Wednesday night:
rout with a career-high 38 points Boston 111, Capital 104; Houston 114, New York 106; Philaand 19 rebounds.
delphia 101, Chicago 96; Atlanta
In the night's other ABA
130, Buffalo 106; Cleveland 96.
games, the San Antonio Spurs
Detroit 91 and Milwaukee 126.
trimmed the Kentucky Colonels
Seattle 93.
104-99 and the Utah Stars
stopped the Virginia Squires
116-105.
The Nets took command of
their game early, controlling
both the offensive and defensive boards, to lead 33-19 at the
end of the first period. Paultz
had 16 of his points in the first
quarter.
San Diego made a rush at the
Nets at the beginning of the
second quarter and moved
within seven points at 40-33 behind the shooting of Travis
Grant, who finished with 19
points.
But Julius Erving and Paultz
took over thereafter, helping
the Nets' racehorse offense run
away from the visitors. Erving
finished with 38 points and 14
rebounds as the Nets won their
seventh game in the last nine
outings.
TheNets, incidentally, outrebounded the Q's 77-44 and
tied a team record in the process.
Spurs 104, Colonels 99
James Silas scored 24 points
and Swen Nater added 23 as
San Antonio beat Kentucky and
knocked the Colonels out of
first place in the ABA's East
Division.
Stars 110, Squires 105
Ron Boone scored 24 points in

MAKING YOUR EARS
HURT AND ITCH?
"[antis- - annoying pain and itch in
pow oars —can be brought on by ei.
ree trtrmemeit
osee net. 9.r.o
wax with pointed objects, you may injure your ears! There's a better, safer
way to remove wax —with AURO Ear
Drops. When excess wax is gone, pain
and itch of "With" is gone. Get AURO
to help st "Ewitis."
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"Shut down for Christmas?"
A fire, explosion, or other
destruction during this
busy shopping season could
mean bankruptcy for an
unprepared businessrruin.
Murray Insurance Agency
has Business InterruptionRental Income-Extra
Expense Insurance to
carry over until normal
business can be resumed
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Gowdy Honored

SHOP AT SEARS
AND SAVE

Chamberlain Closes Dressing Room
After Q's Fall To Nets 134-108

LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla.
(API — Grier Jones almost
didn't play in the $150,000 Walt
Disney World Open. He has
some trouble with his swing.
And he has some trouble with
his iron play. And he has a bad
UNIONDALE, N.Y. I AP —
back.
And he also has a share of Wilt Chamberlain closed the
door to reporters for 20 minutes
the first-round lead.
Jones relied on brilliant sand after the game. You would
play and deft putting for a five- have, too, the way the San
under-par 67 Wednesday and a Diego Conquistadors played
share of the 18-hole lead with basketball Wednesday night.
lungshot Larry Wise.
"There were so many things
-I managed to avoid dis- that went wrong, I couldn't beaster," Jones said after his er- gin to start talking about
ratic round. He missed six them," said Chamberlain after
greens, hit six sand traps and his team lost a 134-108 Ameritook one trip into the trees — can Basketball Association
but needed only 26 putts on the game to the New York Nets.
massive greens — in a bid for
It was just a "super bad
his first title of the season.
"I haven't played in more game" for the Conquistadors,
than a month," said the V- said their coach.
Perhaps if Chamberlain had
year-old Jones, "I've had some
back trouble — I couldn't swing played, it would have been difa club or ride a bike or do any- ferent. A court ruling has
thing. And I didn't know until forced the former National Basas "inhuman" by some.
just a couple of days ago that
"Sometimes I don't think
I'd be able to play here.
they're human," says Maryland
Jones and Wise, a 32-year-old
Coach Lefty Driesell.
club pro who is making
former
But he's nevertheless looking
try at the tour this
another
forward to opening against the
year, shared a one-stroke lead
nation's No. 1 team, even if it's
over Bob E. Smith, Bobby Mitat the Bruins' cozy Pauley
chell, Craig Dear and rookies
Larry Nelson and Jun Mas-You don't get an opportunity
tied at 68.
sario,
like this very often," said DrieMore than a dozen players
sell. "If we could break their
were at 611 including 61-yearRENO, Nev. (API — Oddsstreak, the consequences would
rookie sen- makers have made Ohio State,
and
Snead
Sam
old
be greater than if we won the
sation Ben Crenshaw, who had Penn State, Texas and Alanational championship. It would
to rally from a double bogey bama favorites in college footbe remembered longer."
that was brought about by a ball's major bowl games.
six
games
Some other choice
ball.
lost
around the country Friday
The Reno Turf Club, in odds
Jack Nicklaus, winner of the
night match St. Joseph's, Pa.,
two Disneys in 1971 and issued Wednesday, said Ohio
first
other
the
against Army in
1972 and heavily favored to State was a 2,02 point favorite
game of that Palestra twin bill;
take the $30,000 first prize over Southern California in the
Auburn vs. Clemson in the touragain, had a 70 despite some Rose Bowl.
Hofstra
ney with Jacksonville;
poor putting on the front nine
at Florida State; Texas-ArlingOther odds had Penn State
at the 6,951-yard Palm Course
ton at Ohio State; North Texas
over Louisiana State by lit in
at Disney World.
at
Forest
at Tennessee; Wake
Arnold Palmer, Lee Trevino, the Orange Bowl, Texas a 21/2
Rice and South Alabama at
Tom Weiskopf and Johnny Mil- point favorite over Nebraska in
Hawaii.
ler are not competing in this, the Cotton Bowl and Alabama
the last tournament on the 12- favored by 6k1 over Notre
Dame in the Sugar Bowl.
month schedule this year.

73-74 Cage Season Opens
Friday For Nation's Colleges

Seniors Tyron McCuiston,
Danny Hudspeth, Glen Jackson
and Ray Lane will lead the
Tigers this year, with 6-2 forward McCuiston returning after
being benched by an injury last
year.
last
headed
Hudspeth
season's rebounding average
with just over 11 rebounds per

Sine

Torontc
Red Ke

Jones Holds
A Share Of
Disney Lead

depth could make us a strong
contender..."
Strong contenders seem
abundant for the Calloway
County Lakers lately. Each
learn seems to be "up" for
Calloway, wanting to knock off
the big one. But even without
the pre-season ranking, the
Tigers always have an excuse to
beat Calloway, so it should be
one of the more exciting games
to watch this year.
A capacity crowd expected,
the game will be held in the
Murray State University
Fieldhouse, with the Tigers as
the host team.
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Toronto Maple Leafs Vindicate•
Red Kelly With Penguins Win
By FRED ROl'HENBERG
Associated Press Sports Writer
Red Kelly, a member of the
Canadian Parliament during
his playing days with the Toronto Maple Leafs, is still a
politician.
Kelly, who was fired as coach
of Pittsburgh last January, got
his chance for verbal vindication Wednesday night after his
new National Hockey League
club, the Toronto Maple Leafs,
beat the Penguins 4-3.
But ever the diplomat, the
new Toronto coach avoided any
talk of revenge.
"When you've got the horses
you can come from behind,"
said Kelly, whose club roared
back from a 3-1 deficit.
Elsewhere in the NHL, Montreal downed Los Angeles 5-3;
Boston and Chicago skated to a
3-3 tie and California beat Minnesota 5-1.
In the World Hockey Association, the Houston-Winnipeg
game ended in a 4-4 tie, the
New Jersey-Edmonton game
was postponed until tonight and
Vancouver dumped Minnesota
5-3.

A
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go th
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But with
to
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Met hmg nercgessAly but pain
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Theta why ,,.any baby doctors
recomtnond Baby Ore nil Baby ONI
soothes teething pain and soreness in
second,and leets long enough tor a
good neght s sleep
It,on effective, that Baby Oraml
authonsed to use th• Parents' Maganno
Guaranteed Seal And it s been used
successfully by millions of mothers,
, Buy Baby
Ora* So You,
baby *moat ho
first teeth almost as
much as you do

Ron Ellis capped a three-goal
rally with 8:25 gone in the final
period, making Kelly a winner
in his first appearance in Pittsburgh since he changed election
districts.
"We played a whale of a
game," said the former politician who was met by an ovation from the fans, proving he
hadn't lost his appeal with the
Pittsburgh constituents.
"There must have been a lot
of people who enjoyed hockey
when I coached here," said
Kelly. "They saw good hockey
here and maybe they think I
had something to do with it."
Chicago 3, Boston 3, tie
Dale Talon's second goal of
the game at 13:46 of the final
period pulled the Black Hawks
into a tie with the Bruins.

DiBernardi Signed
By St Louis Cards
ST. LOUIS 1AP — Free
agent Fred DiBernardi has
been signed by the St. Louis
Cardinals for their future list,
the team announced Wednesday.

Canadleas 5, Kings 3
Center Pete Mahovlich and
defenseman Guy Lapointe
scored two goals apiece during
a five-goal barrage in the first
period that enabled Montreal to
beat Los Angeles.
The triumph was Montreal's
fourth in a row while the Kings
stretched their winless string to
eight games.
Seals 5, Norths Stars 1
Pete Laframboise scored
twice for California and 38year-old Mary Edwards filled
in ably for the injured Gilles
Meloche in goal. Melothe suffered cut tendons on the back
of his right hand in an accident
during an early practice session. He underwent surgery and
is expected to be out of action
for about two months.
Aeres 4, Jets 4, tie
Houston and Winnipeg failed
to score in the 10-minute overtime period after Frank Hughes
had slapped in a rebound with
47 seconds left in the regulation
time, giving the Aeros a tie.
Blazers 5, Saints 3
Claude St. Sauvuer turned in
his second hat trick of the season as Vancouver continues to
prosper under new Coach Andy
Bethgate

DiBernardi, a 24-year-old defensive end from the University
of Texas-El Paso, was the llth
round draft choice of the Baltimore Colts in 1972, but was released before the start of the
regular season.
He tried unsuccessfully for a
spot this season with the Colts
and the New England Patriots.
He was a two-time NCAA AllAmerica selection in both shotput and discus and has been on
the professional track tour this
year

popTs
Austin Peay Picked
To Repeat As Champ

Davis Cup Sparks New
Interest In Rod Laver

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
CLEVELAND (AP) — The
Davis Cup has sparked a new
fire in the breast of Rod Laver,
the aging Australian tennis
warrior who had run out of
worlds to conquer.
"It's nice to have a feeling of
wanting to win again," the 35His addition fills out the Caryear-old Queenslander said todinals' 47-player roster followduring a break in preparaday
ing last week's release of detions for the weekend Challenge
fensive back Clancy Oliver.
Round battle against No. 1
ranked Stan Smith and his U.S.
teammates.
"I had lost my drive. Tournaments didn't have any meaning
for me any more. There was no
incentive in big purses. Money
no longer was the ultimate to
make me play well.
"I needed something else,
and the Davis Cup is it. There's
no money in it — just expenses
— but it's a great feeling to be
back playing on a team fatyour country after II years."
Laver is one of the old pros.
one of a lineup of former world
champions assembled by Australia in a bid to recapture the
73-year-old symbol of international court supremacy
which the United States has
held for five years.
The others are Ken Rosewall,
39; Mal Anderson, 38, and the
"baby- of the team, reigning
U.S. champion John NewFor everyone on your list
combe, 79. They've won a total
of 25 of the prestigious Grand
who's in the know or a
Slam events — the Australian,
French, Wimbledon and U.S.
fine gift for a student.
championships.
They will face a younger and
less aewsome U.S. team, comsent
A Gift Card will be
posed of Smith, 26; Marty Riessen, 32; Tom Gorman, 27, and
Erik van Dillen, 22. Of that
group, only Smith has won a
major title — the U.S. in 1971

Call Us Now

Maravich Leads Hawks To 130-106
Win Over Buffalo Wednesday Night

A...43URRAY LEDGER & TIMES

By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Writer
Ohio Valley Conference
coaches jave picked Austin
Peay to win its second- straight
OVC title, but Gov Coach hake
Kelly says his team needs a lot
of work.
The Govs, 11-3 in the conference last year, received four
votes to win the crown while
Murray netted three. Middle
Tennessee received the other
one.
Morehead tied Middle Tennessee in the poll for third
place. Following in order were
Western Kentucky, Eastern
Kentucky, East Tennessee and
Tennessee Tech.
Kelly, with three starters
back from last season's team
that finished 22-7, says three intrasquad scrimmages were not
particularly encouraging.
"I was hoping to be able to
say that we have solidified a
starting lineup and that we've

come pretty far in all phases of
our game," he said.
"Unfortunately, the results of
those three scrimmages indicate we still need quite a bit
of work.
"There are too many players
who looked good in two scrimmages and bad in the other
one. The one thing we need to
do is establish some sort of
consistency."
Back for his sophomore year
is James "Fly" Williams, who
averaged 29.5 points each game
last season—fifth best in the
country. Also returning are junior Percy Howard and sophomore Danny Odums.
Howard Jackson, an All-OVC
player last year is out for the
season after breaking both legs
in a fall through a skylight on a
summer construction job.
Murray returns its front
line—Marcelous Starks, Mike
Coleman and Jesse Williams—
but loses All-OVC Les Taylor to
graduation.
Morehead also returns three
players—Leonard
top-notch
(7ounter, Eugene Lyons and
Howard Wallen.

and Wimbledon in 1972.
The best-of-five series begins
with two singles matches Fnday, on a green carpet
stretched over the hardwood
floor of the aged Cleveland
Public Auditorium, a structure
that could have come out of the
Phantom of the Opera.
A doubles match will be
played Saturday, and the final
two singles Sunday.
The lineups were not to be revealed until today's formal
draw, but certain assignments
seemed assured. The towering
Smith, rated No. 1 in the world
the last two years, appeared a
good bet to play both singles
and doubles, teaming in dqmbles with van Dillen. Riess4,
because of his success againpt
Laver, was given the edge ova.
Gorman for the No. 2 singles.
For Australia, Laver and the
powerful Newcombe were virtual certainties for singles, with
Newcombe teaming with Rosewall in doubles.
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Celtics 111, Bullets 104
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
had a balanced attack as John
Pete Maravich didn't play the
to a 58-45 Havlicek scored 22 points, Jo
romped
The
Celtics
entire game but did a complete
20,
and then main- Jo White 21, Don Chaney
job of ruining the evening for halftime lead
NelDon
and
18
Cowens
Dave
tained the pace enroute to their
the Buffalo Braves.
12th consecutive victory. Boston son 16.
Maravich came off the bench
in the second quarter and, despite playing only sporadically,
scored a personal season-high
42 points and led the Atlanta
Hawks to a 130-106 victory over
Buffalo Wednesday night in the
National Basketball Association.
The teams exchanged the
lead until Maravich sunk a 32foot jumper midway in the second period and put the Hawks
ahead to stay.
In other NBA games, Houston
topped the New York Knicks
114-106, Boston defeated Capital
111-104, Philadelphia beat Chicago 101-96, Cleveland beat Detroit 96-91 and Milwaukee whipped Seattle 127-93.
Rockets 114, Knicks 108
Bring
Houston, fueled by Mike NewA perfect gift for the holiday season.
special
those
for
30to
a
together
lin's 26 points, raced
your whole family
when
point lead and then weathered
calls Everyone can talk and listen
on the
receiver
a late Knicks' rally for the vice
telephon
you place your
tory. The Knicks gradually
amplifier (no installation necessary).
control,
whittled the Rockets' lead to
Separate speaker and mike, volume
109-102 with just 1:15 remaining
earphone jack for hard-of-hearing persons
in the game. But Dave DeBussBatteries included. 43-230
there fouled Rudy Tomjanovich
and then was slapped with two
technical fouls on the play.
Tomjanovich coverted both foul
shots and Dave Mann hit on
Check Your Nearest Radio Shack Store
both technicals to end the
Knick threat.

Radio thaek

IDEAL FAMILY GIFT...
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER

1595

you

nIT

CHaid

Radio Mac*
SAVE UP TO $50 ON YOUR CHOICE...
TWO FINE REALISTIC' MUSIC SYSTEMS
SAVE '14" ON THIS
COMPLETE AM/FM
MUSIC SYSTEM

.
TENNIS .
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil
Manuel Santana of Brazil eliminated countryman Flavio Arenzon 6-0, 6-3 in the third round of
the International Tournament
of Brazil.

Reg Separate
Items Price

$209.90
•Realistic' 5TA-14 AM/FM Stereo Receiver

DON'T RUB

• Two Realistic/ MC-500 Acoustic-Suspension
Bookshelf Speaker Systems

E EYES!
SOR
You may irritate and cause severe

• Realistic 4

damage. There's an easy way to
quickly relieve the annoying discomfort of sties. Just apply STYE
ophthalmic ointment. Helps clear
up the irritation and pain last.
Equally effective for minor eyelid
Infection, too. Ask for STYE.

48

Automatic Stereo Changer

$195

receiver
A music system designed for giving and receiving
has inputs for taping separate bass & treble controls. includes
in
$19.95 value walnut wood case. Speakers, enclosed
handsome walnut wood cabinets, feature 5 woofer for rich
bass and 2 high-frequency tweeter for pure treble Changer,
with factory-mounted custom base, features lightweight tone
arm, includes stereo cartridge. This Realistic' music system
... there's only one place you can find it ... Radio Shack.

CHaniiiifrr
SAVE OVER $50 ON
THIS COMPLETE
"HOLIDAY" AM/FM
MUSIC SYSTEM

All You Can Drive

Reg Separate
Items Price
349 90

00

$299

• Realistic' STA-46 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver
• Two Realistic' MC-1000
Acoustic-Suspension Bookshelf
Speaker Systems

Daily Rate
64 Per Mile

RENT-A-CAR

plus
gas

• Realistic' Lab-12B Automatic
Stereo Changer
network television
The music system y ou ve seen
engmeered around this full feature receiver •
with tape inputs & Outputs tape monitor switch
separate volume balance tone controls includes $24 95
value walnut wood case MC-100C our most popular
speakers, feature ti woofer and 3 wide-dispersion
tweeter to provide sounds for sensitive listening . .. housed
in aitracttve walnut wood cabinets Changer features
counterweighted arm for precise tracking custom base with
walnut-finish trim includes $129S value stereo cartridge This
'holiday system... there s only one place you can find
Radio Shack.

Ford Pinto & Other
1974 Fords

753-5273

Parker Ford Rentals

North 12th Extended
Murray, Ky.
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Blanche.

KAArrill
EIKARD

701 Main Street

4
Ratite 1
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NIGHTS
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Public Opinion Now Shifting Toward Benedict Arnold
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 TA
- 4Z
„ Trend is toward the unusual.
Rightly handled, this can be
profitable, challenging. Don't
-neglect everyday matters,
however.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't be overly critical — as
you sometimes are. But
recognize defects and aim
constructively to cooperate with
those who are genuinely trying
to alter undesirable situations.
GEMINI
04ay 22 to June 21) II
Avoid a present tendency
toward procrastination, and
concentrate on immediate
objectives. Inclinations now are
to daydream about the future —
unrealistically_
CANCER
0
(June 22 to July 23)
Much competition in store.
You should revel in most of the
challenges offered. A fine day
for capitalizing on your
organizational abilities.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 al
Some things you thought
"impossible" begin to work out
now, can be pushed by your
know-how and dexterity. Take
She proverbial bull by the horns
and ACT!
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
. A hunch could pay off —
especially where career matters are concerned. But be sure
you are seeing persons and
situations in a realistic light.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
Keen perception will be
Important now. You may
suddenly get a brand new slant
on a puzzling job situation.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
Some planetary restrictions.
If certain negotiations are
pending, try to defer conclusion
(

propitious.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Romance under something of
a cloud. Be prepared for the
unexpected and the disconceiling. In business affairs,
however, a matter of importance is 'being decided in
your favor.
CAPRICORN
At{
JtIt
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
If you attempt to attain your
ends
by
unconventional
methods, it could cause discord.
You are usually fairly conservative, but there's a ten-.
dency toward indiscretion now.
AQUARIUS
~I/
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You have a way with you
when your better self is out
front, which it should be now.
Day requires stamina and
patience for the long pull —
which will bring lasting
rewards.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A day in which to avoid
making hasty decisions or
drawing unwarranted conclusions in the absence of
complete knowledge of facts.
Otherwise, some nice advantages indicated.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
exceptionally versatile and
ambitious individual, with
abilities along both business
and creative lines. Where the
arts are concerned, music or
literature would prove the roost
satisfying outlets for your
talents and it is quite possible
that if you do not choose either
as a career, you will take up one
or the other as an avocation.
Business-wise, you can sell,
promote and handle money
successfully for others as
banker or broker. You could
also do exceptionally well in the
legal field. Birthdate of:
Jonathan Swift, satirist; Mark
Twain, Amer. wit, author;
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., actor.

rection of Military Records did
not look into treason accusations that have blackened Arnold's name throughout history.
What it did examine was
Lindner's claim that Arnold
should not have been convicted
by a 1780 court-martial on two
charges of misconduct, including "using public wagons to
transport private property."
Lindner contends Arnold was
a victim of "character assassination" by political enemies,
that the prosecution never
proved Arnold profited by his
actions, and that the general

November 23, 1973
ADULTS 87
NURSERY 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy, Sharp (Mrs.
Patricia June Sharp), 1530
Murray St., Mayfield, Baby Boy
Hamer ( Mrs. Gail Lin Hamer),
1214 Peggy, Ann Dr., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Miss Vera Dean Herndon,
Route 4, Murray, Miss Vickie
Lynn Seaford, Route 1, Benton,
William Roger Joseph, Route 2,
Benton, Walter Lorton Mills, 211
Barnett, Hazel, Robert Gaylon
Marshall, 1221 Reynoldsburg
Rd., Paris, Term., Mrs. Rubye
Ethel Farmer, 800 Poplar,
Murray.

Rain washes chemicals and
animal wastes from farmlands
into the Great Lakes.

was subjected to double jeopardy because a congressional
committee previously had exonorated Arnold of the same
charges.
Recently, about five months
after agreeing to consider Lindner's formal appeal, the Army
board notified him that "insufficient evidence has been
presented to indicate probable
material error or injustice"
and that his application was denied.
Raymond J. Williams, the
board's executive secretary,
told a renorter "we tried to

give the guy (Arnold) a fair
shake. We spent a lot of time
on the case."
Williams said, "We had extreme difficulty in locating the
records of General Arnold's
court martial."
"The records were hard to
decifer," Williams said. "It
was terrible."
Lindner had no complaint
against Army board officials,
calling them "fair minded men
working within the framework
of ... military law."
But he said in a letter to The
Associated Press that "I have
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REGISTER FOR FREE PAIR MEN'S 8 LADIES DRESS SHOES

Dampers

3800 NORTH OCEAN DRIVE • RIVIERA BEACH,
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DEA

by Gillette
Reg. '3.95

HEAT TAPE
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100% Waterproof Protection

CHOCOLATES

BUT ONLY ONE

Write or phone
Telephone.,305/848-5502

Eight out of ten foreign visitors to Taiwan come for business purposes. In the first
nine months of 1973, 12,340
foreign visitors came purely
for business purposes, another 391,404 came for both business and pleasure.
Altogether they constituted
80.7 per cent of foreign visitors which numbered 500,037
in that period, compared with
1972 when they comprised
66.05 per cent. — CNS

Reg. '21"

Automatic Thermostat
Controlled

Multitude of Florida attractions and golf
courses? But—did you Know You can
make a reservation now to enjoy all
these things plus Hilton Quality and
Service—Either contact your local

Taiwan visitors come
mainly on business

Harness
Boots

". THERE ARE A COUPLE OF HUNDRED kAcza
TO STAY IN THE PALM BEACHES...

Did you know There Are A Couple of
Hundred Places to stay in the Palm
Beaches, but only ONE Hilton Inn? Did
you you know the Hilton Inn of the Palm
Beaches is located a few yards from the
beautiful Blue Atlantic Ocean? Did you know
the Hilton Inn of the Palm Beaches has all
hotel facilities with Olympic pool, kiddie pool,
Tennis Courts, all Oceanview rooms, Superb
Dining Room and Lounge? Did you know the
Hilton Inn of the Palm Beaches is within
short distance to Disney World and a

no intention of abandoning my
anneal."
Many people who have read
or heard of his appeal have
been writing to him, Lindner
said, and the mail is running at
better than nine to one in favor
of Arnold.
Lindner plans to encourage
historical societies and pro-Arnold people to write their congressmen.
"A congressional committee
in 1779 did find Arnold innocent
of these charges," Lindner
said. "That pronouncement has
never been altered. It is to this

Special Table
MENS

by Gillette
Model THD-2

until early next week, when
Influences will be more

Now cold sores don't
stand a chance.
In seconds, Tanac's
liquid medication brings
you safe. soothing cold
_ sore relief outside or
Z.
inside your mouth.
Tanac.The best thing for
your mouth because
its the worst thing for
cold sores.

By FRED S. HOFFMAN
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
poring over time-yellowed
records, an Army board has
ruled solemnly that there isn't
enough evidence to clear Gen.
Benedict Arnold of Revolutionary War misconduct charges.
But Vincent A. Lindner, a
Scotch Plains, N.J., history buff
who reopened the 193-year-old
case, says "public opinion is
now in Arnold's corner" and
he's going to appeal to Congress.
The Army's Board For Cor-
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body, Congress today — an extension of the 1779 body — that
we will appeal to."
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2. Notice

Executor of the estate of William that a report of FINAL setCourt Clerk, Calloway County, Deed and that the same has bean
of the estate of Sherman R.
tlement of accounts was on In accordance with Kentucky Court Clerk, Calloway
approved by the Calloway County
H.
Graham,
Dec'd
the
and
that
Kentucky.
County, Mayo, Dec'd
ADVERTISING
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
and that the same
Court and ordered filed to lie over
same has been approved by the November 26, 1973 filed by
Kentucky.
By:
Judith
Ainley,
DEADLINES
D.C.
ITP
has been approved by the
25.200: Notice is hereby given By:
for exceptions. Any person
Calloway County Court and or- Charles A. Dox.see, Jr., AdJudith Ainley, D.C.
1TP Calloway
/ All display ads,
that a report of FINAL setCounty Court and ordesiring to file any exception
classified dered filed to lie over for ex- ministrator of the estate of
*display
dered filed to lie over for ex- In accordance with Kentucky thereto will do so on or before
and
regular ceptions. Any person desiring to Melissa L. Doxsee, Dec'd and tlement of accounts was on
In accordance with Kentucky ceptions. Any person desiring to htatutes, Sections 25.195 and December
November 26, 1973 filed by
display, must be submitted
24, 1973 or be forever
file any exception thereto will do that the same has been approved
by 12 noon, the day before
Carlene Williams, Executrix of Statutes, Sections 25.195 and file any exception thereto will do 25.200: Notice is hereby given barred. Witness my hand this•26
so on or before December 24, 1973 by Calloway County Court and
25.200;
Notice
hereby
is
given
the
soon
James
estate of
M. Williams,
or before December 24, 1973 that a report of Final settlement day of November, I973.
publication.
or be forever barred. Witness my ordered filed to lie over for exDec'd and that the same has been that a report of FINAL set- or be forever barred. Witness my of accounts was on November 26, By Marvin Harris, County
All reader classifieds
hand this 26 day of November, ceptions. Any person desiring to
ust be submitted by 4
file any exception thereto will do approved by the Calloway County tlement of accounts was on hand this 26 day of November, 1973 filed by John A. Gregory, Court Clerk, Calloway Coun1973.
m. the day before
so
Jr., Ancillary Administrator of ty, Kentucky.
on or before December 24, 1973 Court and ordered filed to lie over November 26, 1973 filed by 1973.
By Marvin Harris, County
ublication.
or
be forever barred. Witness my for exceptions. Any person Richard S. Mayo, Administrator By Marvin Harris, County the estate of Dallas F. BWington, Ely: Judith Ainley, D.C.
11?
Court Clerk, Calloway County,
•••••••••4••••
hand this 26 day of November, desiring to file any exception
Kentucky
thereto
will do so on or before
In accordance with Kentuc
1973.
fir r 4
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
28111.
)411.0141it AOC WM gatWNW
By Marvin Harris, County December 24, 1973 or be forever
Statues, Sections 25.195 and
Witness
barred.
my
hand
this
26
25.200: Notice is hereby given In
Court Clerk, Calloway County,
accordance with Kentucky
day of November, 1973.
that a report of Fuial settlement
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and Kentucky.
of accounts was on November 26,
By:
Judith
Ainley,
D.C.
1TP By Marvin Harris, County
25.200: Notice is hereby given
Court Clerk, Calloway County,
1973 filed by Rudy Whitlock, that
a report of FINAL set- In
accordance with Kentucky Kentucky.
Executor of the estate of Amma tlement
of accounts was on Statutes,
1TP
Sections 25.195 and By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
Roberts, Dec'd and that the same
NOVEMBER 26, 1973 filed by 25.200:
Notice is hereby given
has been approved by the Herman
& Codie Darnell, Co- that a
report of FINAL setCalloway County Court and or- Administrator
of the estate of tlement of
accounts was on In accordance with Kentucky
dered filed to lie over for ex- Josie F.
Darnell and that the November
26, 1973 filed by David Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
ceptions. Any person desiring to same has been approved
by the & William Balentine,
SALES CONSULTANTS HOME PHONES:
Co- 25.200: Notice is hereby given
file any exception thereto will do
Calloway County Court and or- Executors
of the estate of Audie that a report of FINAL setso on or before December 24, 1973 dered
filed to lie over for ex- Balentine,
753-4910
Edna Knight
Dec'd and that the tlement of accounts was on
or be forever barred. Witness my
Ron Talent
753-1607
ceptions. Any person desiring to same has
been approved by the November 26, 1973 filed by B.J.
hand this 26 day of November, file any
exception thereto will do Calloway
Pat Mobley
County Court and or- Hoffman, Executor of the estate
1973.
753-8958
C. Bailey Hendricks....753-7638
so on or before December 24, 1973 dered
filed to lie over for ex- of Lillian I. Hoffman, Dec'd and
By Marvin Harris, County or be
forever barred. Witness my ceptions.
Any person desiring to that the same has been approved
Court Clerk, Calloway County, hand this
26 day of November. file any exception
thereto will do by the Calloway County Court
Kentucky
1973.
so on or before December 24, 1973 and ordered filed to lie over for
By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
HOMES
By Marvin Harris, County or be
HOME§
forever barred. Witness my exceptions. Any person desiring
Court Clerk, Calloway County, hand
NOTHING'S CHEAP—On today's market but talk is free.
this 26 day of November, to file any exception thereto will
NEARLY NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK home fully carpeted
In accordance with Kentucky Kentucky
Let's get together and talk about this 3 bedroom frame borne
1973.
with self-cleaning oven and refrigerator included for only
do so on or before December 24,
Statues,Section 25.195 and 25.200: Judith Ainley, D.C.
IT? By Marvin Harris,
in Hardin. It has a real nice yard, a large eat-in kitchen, is on
S18,000. Assumable mortage for the -right" person. Call for
County 1973 or be forever barred. WitNotice is hereby given that a
city water and sewer. There is an extra room that can be
an appointment today.
report of FINAL settlement of In accordance with Kentucky Court Clerk, Calloway County, ness my hand this 26 day of
used as a fourth bedroom,a study, or a den. Priced to sell at
November, 1973.
accounts was on November 26, Statutes, Sections 25.195 and Kentucky.
$23,000. Call for an appointment.
JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS. Sparkling clean and neat
ITP By Marvin Harris, County
1973 filed by Christine Graham,. 25.200: Notice is hereby given By: Judith Ainley, D.C.
this 3 bedroom ranch would be the ideal gift for her. Some of
LOTS
1.1 %V( I%
the extra trim includes built-in range, disposal, dish washer,
tiOU 13ELam6 in\ WHY? ITS VERY CPETtTIVE.
WINNING
IT'S
THAT
i*() SURE LIKE TO FLAW
COUNTS!
carpets,
11
/
2 baths, central heat and air. Excellent location.
6 lots in Sherwood Forest at 11.800 each: 6 lots in Sherwood
A %Os)LUCA*
CHAKLIE f3ROON .. IF IfOIN
WHAT'S THE SENSE OF (701N6
THAT TEAM FROM TAIWAN!
UNUS rm
You get a lasting gift for only $29,900. To place your order call
Forest at $3,000 each; 1 lot in Grove Heights at $2,500: 1 lot in
TEAM 801LPS THE BEST
SOMETHING
IF
'f01)
CAN'T
WIN
Di6APPOINTE0.
2 5NOWMAN, L(011 WIN !
today.
Kingswood Subdivision at $2,600; 1 lot in Kingswood Subdivision at $3,000; 1 lot an Keenland Dr. at $3,300; 3 acres at
HIGHLAND OAKS SUBDIVISION. Neat 3 bedroom home
Tri-City at $3,900; 2 lots on Oakdale at 14,500 each: 2 lots near
with all the built-ins, carpet and storage you could want.
Kirksey at $1,100 each: 2 lots near Kirksey at $1,350 each: I
Available now for only $21,500.00.
lot near Kirksey $1,600; 1 lot on Van Cleve Rd. at $8,500: Slots
in Ky. Lake Development Corp. Sub.all for si,sog.
A HOME TO CATCH YOUR EYE. In Lynnwood Estates on
11-21
large lot. Country living with city conveniences. Central heat
FOR RENT
and air, city water, fireplace in den-kitchen combination,
BLONDIE
carpets, garage, all in this 3 bedroom brick home. Good price
One efficiency apartment located behind University Inn
THAT'S A WONDERFUL IDEA,
of $26,900.00.
I TwOuG$.4T •YOu
WELL,
Available Now
DEAR Tut EXERCISE WILL
WERE GOING TO
I DIDN'T SAY
TWO IS THE MAGIC NUMBER of bedrooms in this brick
TAKE
HOW FAR,
A WALK
home on 18th Street. Real neat little place with a big back
DID ?
One 2 bedroom apartment available Nov. 15th $150.00 per
yard. Ideal home for small family. Let us help to make it
month.
yours.
1
COMMERCIAL & INCOME
WHAT A VIEW OF KENTUCKY LAKE you will have from
the oversized deck of your 3 bedroom home in Keniana
TIME FOR INCOME TAR INVESTMENTS: Let your money
Slwres. Central beat and air and carpeting for added comwork for you. Invest in this apartment building on North 16th
fort. A bonus feature is the 2 bedroom basement apartment
Street Has 6 apartments, building is brick and nearly new.
that rents for $100.00 weekly during tourist season. Priced
•
Now grossing 14100 monthly.
now for only $29,500.00. To see is to buy.

Tucker Reaftois
502 Maple Street — Phone 753-4342

Matching Properties With People

Member of Multiple Listing Service —
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9 ACRES ON HWY.94 just across the railroad tracks. There
is over 1300 feet of highway frontage.

COUNTRY CHARM only seconds out of Murray on Lynn
Grove Highway. Brick home with central heat and air.
Entire home in good condition, on over 2 acres of wooded
land.

i

I VI

OWNER IS FIXING AND CLEANING up this small frame
home on South 9th Street. He has carpeted the downstairs
and put in a nevi kitchen and bath. Needs a bit more on the
upstairs but he is working on it. Can be bought for less than
$11,000.00
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44
,
11111
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•
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AN OLD DEAR, ALL SPRUCED UP, waiting for a loving
family. Living and dining rooms have high ceilings and a bit
of stained glass in the window. Six rooms and bath downstairs with 3 rooms plus 2nd bath up that needs a little more
fixing. Looks real neat in her aluminum siding, sitting there
en the big 80'x450' lot. Lots of home for $12,800.00.

NANCY
THAT'S

THE

LAST
W1-1AT'S
THAT?

DOLLAR BILL
HE EVER
EARNED

IF I HAD A HAMMER and a little imagination, I could
turn this nine room home into a first rate family home with a
room for everybody.Or I could turn it into a nice 3 bedroom
home with a rental apartment upstairs. The location is close
to the schools and off the busy streets. It's priced at only
$15,000. Call us to take a look!
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LIL' ABNER
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FIND SOME COLD

THE
WEIRD
WEAPONS
CoMmITTEE
OF TNE
U.S.
5F-NATE

CHRISTMA.S IN THE COUNTRY with Santa coming down
the chimney thru the fireplace into the gracious living room
/
2 baths all on 7
with formal dining room. 3 bedrooms with 11
acres of rolling land on Highway 94 East. Needs your inspection today.

QUIET LIVING in a home everyone can afford only 2 miles
from city limits on 1z acres. 2 bedroom home in good condition, only 98,600.00.

-NJ
(DON'T BE 50 STINGY,
r `00:_\
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a
r
1
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LET'S VISIT
OUR PAL, THE
HIGH-CLASS

WANT A BUSINESS ALL YOUR OWN? Here is a proven
money maker. A downtown restaurant that has an outstanding business. The price includes all stock, fixtures, and
inventory. Possession with bill of sale. Buy now and take
advantage of the heavy holiday sales.

WANT A BIG OLDER HOME with a nice monthly income
tossed in extra? Take a look at this charming home on South
nth. Large den, modern kitchen with built-ins, 4 bedrooms,
all the space you expect to find in this thidme. Priced
below $25,000.00.

DouetNuT.,
/
- -•
IRA"

•

REPEAT AFTER ME—Do you take this 4 bedroom home
with drapes and carpets, large family room with fireplace,
2/
1
2 baths, formal dining room, large kitchen with all builtins, double garage and extra large lot in one of the best
subdivisions in Murray, to be your very own? For only
$44,500? THEN for crying out loud, call us at 753-4342 to say

UNINHABITED AREA
TO TEST OUR NEW
11.1014 bOSAb

I'D DO rr, PsoccouNO
-EY.c.E.PT I MUST CASH
-nD MIAMI AND PIO<
*MISS

RECKON 1•0* GOTTA MAKE.
m ZwESLE TRIP,
Pi-tOGBouN !!'- HERE'S
"YORE LAUNDRY, DONE
DOGPATcA SIN/LE —
85 CENTS,PLEASE

I'D LEAP AT THE

CHANCE,IF I WASN'T
EXPECTED IN RAWAil
TO CROWN THE*PtNEAPPLE.4QUEF-N--•

-1

.1"00154-dy„i
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41,
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EVERY WOMAN DREAMS OF A KITCHEN lie this one.
Unbelievable cabinet space, cooking island, outstanding
lighting. All rooms are large and spacious, den has fireplace.
Three bedrooms,2 baths, and all extra features you expect to
find in a home of this quality. Located on one of Murray's
better streets and priced the way you will like.
READY FOR NEW OCCUPANTS in Kingswood Subdivision.
Well built, clean home in good repair offers 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, large kitchen-den combination, central heat and air
and garage. Can all this be available for less than $26,000.00?
^
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THE PERFECT TAX SHELTER INVESTMENT!! We offer
for your inspection a 3 bedroom house, a duplex, a mobile
home and eleven ( 11) one bedroom houses. All but one are
furnished; Let one of our salespeople discuss the merits of
purchasing a package deal such as this one for saving money
and building your estate.
THIS HAS BEEN FOR SALE FOR A LONG TIME Have % ou
thought about what it has to offer? The lot is 100 x 250 and is
located at 1311 Main St. on one of the busiest streets in town.
There are nine units that bring in almost 9600 a month. We
think it is a good buy for someone who wants to make money
It is priced at 40,000 dollars. For additional information give
us a call.
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY on S. 12th St
and with frontage on Glendale Rd. This is a large tract with a
lot of potential. For additional information give us a call.

FARMS & ACREAGE
80 ACRES ON 641 SOUTH. This farm has a
stock barn, 2
tobacco barns, 3.45 acres of tobacco base, is all
fenced, and
has a year around spring. Has Highway frontage
and a home.
Let us show this to you. Priced at 975,000.
143 ACRES ON BROOKS CHAPEI. ROAD Presently there
are about 80 acres tillable and the rest is in timber. Some of
the fa.rrn is under fence and there is water on the farm A
bulldozer could add more tillable acreage Let us show this to
you. It's only $40,000.
30 ACRE FARM NEAR Ky. Lake. It's the ideal place to get
away from it all. Build your vacation retreat here for the
maximum enjoyment and quietness. It's only $8,500.
425 ACRES North of Almo 350 acres are fenced. About 300
acres tillable. This is an excellent farm in tip-top condition.
Ownef will finance. $148,750.00.
60 ACRES ON 121 East There's about 30 acres tillable and
the rest is in timber. Good building site Only $22,500.
57 ACRES of subdivision land Some of it fronts on the 121
Bypass and some fronts on N 16th St.*136,000.
80 ACRFS south of I.rin drove. Nearly all tillable. hint grow
bean§ anti wheat and let it'fake mastery. Its only $21„2&&

PRETTY MAPLE TREES, Privacy finite, big hack
. yard, close to shopping center, brick home with 3 bedrooms,
14 A('RES on 641 South Excellent highway frontage. Could
extra office space, Pi baths. Sound good? Let us show
you.
be subdivided Owner will finance. All for just $20,000.
You'll be glad you looked.
'AM )010( 741•4 MIK AIM Met AN1)% illOr >OK 411.0011.%
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Adult Great Books To
Hold Discussion Meet

Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Friday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Hart

Final Rites Will
Be Held Friday For
Mrs. Sarah Carroll

The funeral for Mrs. Nera
Adams Hart will be held Friday
at two p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Terry M. Sills and
Rev. Lawson Williamson officiating.
Pallbearers will be Buron
Jeffrey, Billy Armstrong,
Thomas Nesbitt, Carrot M.
Rogers, Dennis Boyd, and
Raymond Story. Burial will be
in the Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after two p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mrs. Hart, age 85, died
Wednesday at 10:20 a.m, at the
Intensive Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was the wife of
Quitman Hart who died
January 28, 1929, and was the
daughter of the late Andrew
Tobias Adams and Ida Paschall
Adams. She was a member of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Clarence
Kurwoski of Murray and Mrs.
Richard Nesbitt of Hazel Route
One; one son, Lathen Hart of
Hazel Park, Mich.; four
grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.

The funeral for Mrs. Sarah
McDermott Carroll will be held
Friday at ten a.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Morrison
Galloway officiating.
Pallbearers will be Bill Cain,
Lenice Coles, Jim Collins,
Eddie Allen, Greg Rhodes, and
Chester McCuiston. Burial will
be in the Murray City
Cemetery. Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mrs. Carroll, age 80, died
Wednesday at five a.m. at the
home of a daughter, Mrs.
Mildred Outland. She was
married to Robert McDermott
who died in 1942 and she later
married Thomas Carroll who
died in 1952.
The deceased was the
daughter of the late Elisha
Phillips and Susie Johnson
Phillips.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Velma Carroll
of Murray and Mrs. Mildred
Outland of Paducah; one son,
Robert (Bob) McDermott of
Evansville, id.; five grandchildren; three great grandchildren.

Mrs. Jessie Rogers of Murray
died Wednesday at 11:15 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. She
was 87 years of age arid the wife
of Glenn Rogers who died October 31, 1941.
The deceased was a charter
member
of
the
First
Presbyterian Church in Murray
and had worked faithfully for
the church until her health
declined. Born April 26, 1888, in
Graves County, she was the
daughter of the late Dennis
Franklin Andrus and Nancy
May Black Andrus
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Charles ( Mary
Frances)
Scherffius
of
Judge Robert O. Miller will be Louisville; two sons, Paul
K.
guest speaker for the Rogers of Murray and Pat
the
Henderson County Lions Club Rogers of Smithland;
six
and their wives at their annual grandchildren; ten
great
Christmas party Evansville, grandchildren.
Indiana Saturday, December 1.
Funeral services will be held
The Henderson Lions Club Friday at ten a.m. at the
chapel
has
approximately fifty of the J.H. Churchill Funeral
members and their Christmas Home with Rev.
Charles H.
party is an annual event Moffett officiating.
sponsored by the Club. The
Burial will be in the Murray
program chairman for the
City Cemetery. Friends may
Christmas party is John S.
call at the funeral home.
Hoffman, County Judge of
Henderson County
Jaycettes

munity, died this morning at
2:55 at the Community Hospital,
Mayfield. She was 77.
The deceased was the wife of
Guthrie Smith who died in 1968.
A member of the Coldwater
Baptist Church, she was born
June 8, 1896, in Graves County
and was the daughter of the late
William Shankle and Ida
Roberts Shankle.
She is survived by one son,
William Smith and wife,
Lucille, of Coldwater, Murray
Route One; grandson, Mickey
Smith of Mayfield; two sisters,
Mrs. Mildred Barnett, 301 South
8th Street, Murray, and Mrs.
Ethel Campanelli, Maywood,
Ill.; one brother, Ruble
Shankle, Mayfield; several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services are incomplete but friends may call
at the Byran Funeral Home,
Mayfield.

Mrs. Rudolph Dies
Paducah Hospital
Mrs. Opal Rudolph, sister of
Odell Hawes of Murray, died
Wednesday at 4:25 a.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. She was 67 years of
age and a resident of Paducah
Route Six.
The deceased was the wife of
the late Anther C. Rudolph and
a member of the New Zion
Baptist Church.
Survivors are two sons,
Creston Rudolph of the Kentucky State Police at Lone Oak
and Aaron Rudolph of Memphis,Tenn.; two brothers, Elvis
Hawes of Paducah and Odell
Hawes of Murray; four grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at one p.m. at the chapel
of the Lindsey Runeral Home,
Paducah, with Rev. Duncan
Long and Rev. Ray Shaffer
officiating.
Burial will be in the New Zion
Cemetery, Paducah. Friends
may call at the funeral home.

Rites Held Today
For Nellie Blanton
Funeral services for Nellie
Mae Blanton of 403 Cherry
Street, Murray, are being held
today at 1:30 p.m. at St. John's
Baptist Church with Rev. C.E.
Timberlake officiating.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Rutledge
Funeral Home.
Miss Blanton, age 60, died
Saturday at her home. She is
stu-vived by one son, George
Earl Catley, serving with the
US. Navy at Greece; three
sisters, Mrs. Velma Stubblefield of Murray, Mrs. Ntable
Larkin of South Bend, Ind.; and
Mrs. Lovie Skinner of Dover,
Tenn.; six grandchildren; two
great grandchildren.

Mrs. Adron Smith
Dies Today; Lived
Mrs. Rogers Dies
Wednesday; Charter In Coldwater Area
Mrs. Adron Smith of Murray
Member Of Church Route One, Coldwater Com-

Judge Miller To
Speak To Club

Plan Craft
Sale Here On Saturday

Inthetime
it takestgread
tiiis,orsiel can
start relieving
atoothache.
GET 01111141111
.AT

_4WD

The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes will have a craft sale
on Saturday, December 1, at
eleven a.m. in front of Adams
Shoe Store on the west side of
the court square.
Proceeds from the sale will be
used for community projects, a
spokesman for the Jaycettes
said.

•••••••••••••••••
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We Will Be Closing for
the Season Sun., Dec. 2
SPECIALS on Fish, Sea Food, Steaks,
Hams, Chicken, Plate Lunches and
Sandwiches.
Prices as much as /
1 3 Less
than other Places

entucky Lake Lodge Restauran
On Hwy. 68 in Aurora, K

Services Friday

The Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meet
Monday, December 3, at seven
p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Dr. Alfred Wofson will be
Leading the discussion on the
book,"Time and Free Will," by
Henri Bergson.
All interested persons are
invited to attend.

The Wranglers Riding Club
will hold its annual awards
banquet
Saturday,
on
December 1, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Carman Pavillion, located
across from Calloway County
High School on the College
Farm Road.
This will be a potluck supper
with the club furnishing the
drinks, plates, and forks,
Immediately following the
meal, trophies will be awarded
in twenty-five classes to the
champion and reserve champion as a result of the point
system used each week of the
summer months.
The queen, Jan Hart, and the
Little Miss Wrangler, Jill
Rowland, will present the
trophies. Officers for the year
1974 will also be elected during
the evening.
The Smokey Hollow Group
will provide entertainment to
conclude the event. Members
and their families and guests
are invited to attend.

Bake Sales Planned
By Group On Saturday

CONGRATULATIONS, MR. PRESIDENT! Ted Billington, center, newly-elected president of the
Murray-Calloway Country Club, is congratulated by the retiring president, Jimmy Boone, following
his election by the club's board of directors Tuesday night. At the right is John Paulk, who was named
by the board to fill the unexpired term of E.J. Haverstock, who recently moved to Mansfield, Ohio.

Gene D. Smith
Named Officer
Of Area Club
The Paducah Area Industrial
Relations Club recently held its
annual election of Officers for
the year 1974 at the regular
monthly
meeting
held
November 26 at the Ramada
Inn, in Paducah.
The following officers will be
installed on December 11, 1973:
President,
Charles
J.
Pawkuliewicz, personal
manager at the Carborundum
Company at Hickman.
Vice President, Gene D.
Smith,Sr.,Office and Personnel
Vanderbilt
Manager
at
Chemical Corporation at
Murray.
Secretary-Treasurer,
Mrs.
Personnel
Judy
Green,
Manager at the Protect Inc.,
Plant, located in Paducah.
The PAIRC's object and
purpose is to further the
training of its members in all
phases of Industrial Relations
Administration through
discussion and the interchange
of ideas and experience; to
assist members in solving their
individual problems and to
encourage cooperation between
them through the promotion of a
acquainintimate
more
tanceship and closer social
relations.
Anyone engaged or responsible for industrial or employee
relations wanting to know about
the Paducah Area Industrial
Relations Club (PAIRC) may
contact one of the officers above
for more information.

Oaks Country Club
Final rites for Mrs. Dorothy Plans Activities
Morris of Birmingham, Mich.,
For December 7
will be held Friday at two p.m.

For Mrs. Morris

at the chapel of the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Eurie Mathis officiating.
Interment will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery. Friends may
call at the funeral home after
seven p.m. tonight (Thursday).
Mrs. Morris, age 60, died
Tuesday at St. Joseph Mercy
Hospital, Pontiac, Mich.
Survivors are her husband,
Brown E. Morris, daughter,
Mrs. William Sinn, and one
grandchild, all of Birmingham,
Mich.; sister, Mrs. Thomas
Wells of Murray; brother, Oren
L Williams of Murray Route
Three.
Federal State Market News
Service Thursday, November
29.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes Nine
Buying Stations.
Receipts: Act. 568 Est. 500
Barrows and Gilts 75 cents
lower, Sows 50 cents to fully
$1.00 lower.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs
139.75-40.25
US 13200-240 lbs
$39.25-19.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $38.75-39.25
US 3-4260-280 lbs. 138.00-38.75
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs. 132.50-33.00
US 1-3 350-360 lbs. $32.00-32.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 131.00-32.00
Boars $28.00-31.00.

Wranglers Club To
Present Awards At
Banquet Saturday

The Oaks Country Club will
hold a Christmas Dance on
Friday, December 7, at 9:00
p.m in the Student Union
Ballroom on the Murray State
University campus. The dance
is for members and their
guests.
Dan Steele and his Top Five
band will play and tickets may
be obtained from Bobby Fike or
at the door for $10 a couple.
The dance will be preceded by
the annual Awards Banquet and
general membership meeting.
There will be a social hour at
6:00 p.m., the banquet at 7:00,
and the membership meeting at
3:00 p.m.
Reservations for the banquet
Must be made by Monday,
December 3, by sending a check
to T.C. Collie, P.O. Box 495,
Murray, Ky. The charge is $3.50
per plate.

Temple Hill Lodge To
Hold Meeting Saturday
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons will
meet in stated communication
on Saturday, December 1, at the
lodge hall.
Work will be in the second
degree. All Masons are invited
to attend, a lodge spokesman
said.

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance • Bonds • Real Estate — 108 E. 12th St., Benton

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER
For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
0
,
44-
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tHE NUMBER TO CALL

753-6434
'
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Ted Billington Selected
President Of Local Club
automotive
equipment
manufacturer, was elected vice
president. Mrs. Lois Keller was
re-elected secretary, and J.H.
Shackleford also was renamed
to his post as treasurer. He will
be starting his 18th year in that
position when the new officers
and directors take office
January 1.
Elected to the board in the
general membership meeting
were Buddy Buckingham,
Richard Knight and Bill
Thurman. John Paulk was
named later by the directors to
a vacancy on the board created
by the resignation of E.J.
Haverstock, who has moved
from the city.
Buckingham, a long-time
resident of Murray and in the
men's clothing business, has
Murray State University was been a member of the dub three
represented at the 49th annual years. Knight, also a three-year
meeting of the National club member, is in the conAssociation of Schools of Music struction business, while
in Denver, Colo., Nov. 18-20 by Thurman is in the real estate
Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the and insurance business.
School
of Fine Arts, and
Paulk is supervisor of enRichard W. Farrell, chairman vironmental education with
of the music department.
TVA in the Land Between
the
Lakes area. He also has
A member of the NASM since
1935, Murray State was among been a member of the club for
about 400 member schools and three years.
Retiring from the board
conservatories which had
delegates to attend the national December 31 will be M.C. Ellis
and James Dale Clopton,
convention.
president of the club in 1972. The
The NASM
has been current president, Jimmy
designated by the National Boone, will become a non-voting
Commission on Accrediting as member. Other members of the
the responsible agency for board are Mrs. Veneta Sexton
accreditation of all music and Johnny McCage.
degree
with
curricula
In other action Tuesday night,
specialization in the field of
the board approved the
applied music, music theory,
composition, music therapy, membership application of Dr.
musicology, and music as a Constantine W. Curtis, new
major in liberal arts programs. president of Murray State
General session speakers for University, and set the club's
the meeting included: Lukas annual Christmas Open House
Foss, composer and conductor; for December 16.
Walter F. Anderson and Donald
F. Dillon of Washington, D.C.,
representing the National
Endowment for the Arts; and
Bernard Sliger, executive viceFlorida State
president of
University.
Musical events attended by
participants were concerts by
the Denver Symphony Orchestra, The Alma Trio of the
Southern
University
of
California, and the King's
Singers from England.
Ted Billington, for the past
year its vice president, has been
elected president of the MurrayCalloway Country Club for 1974.
Billington, 34 a civil consulting engineer and a lifelong
resident of Murray, was elected
to the post Tuesday night by the
club's board of directors
following a general membership meeting during which
three new directors were
elected to three-year terms.
Don Robinson, a charter
members of the club and an

MSU Dean Attends
Music Meeting At
Denver Recently

The ROTC Cadet Wives and
Fiancees will hold two bake
sales on Saturday, December 1.
The first sale will be held
from ten a.m. to one p.m. at
Roses Department store, and
the second sale will be held
downtwon in front of LitUeton's
from two p.m. to four p.m.

Princess Theatre
Closes, Mayfield
The Princess Theatre, which
has operated on West Broadway
at Mayfield, for more than a
half-century has been closed,
according to an announcement
by H.D. Bowers, manager.
The theatre's marquee now
proclaims, "Princess Closed
Permanently." A movie entitled "Enter the Dragon," was
the last to be shown at the
Princess.
Bowers said the theatre was
closed because of a lack of
business. He added that the
Cardinal Drive-In Theatre,
located on US. 45 south of
Mayfield, will probably continue to operate as usual in the
spring, summer and early fall.

Retired Teachers Plan
Luncheon Meet Tuesday
The Murray-Calloway County
Retired Teachers Association
will meet Tuesday,December 4,
at 12 noon for a luncheon at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Special guests have been
Invited and new officers will be
elected according to Mrs
Justine Story, president. All
retired teachers are invited to
attend.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Edible seed
At that Mace
9 Greek letter
12 Goal
13 Term of
endearment
14 Fabulous bird
IS Sham
17 Encomium
19 Flower
20 Fluent
21 Backbone
23 Those taking
part in bray
26 Length of a
step
27 Uninhabited
tracts
28 Latin
comunction
29 Collection of
facts
30 Caverns
31 Confederate
32 ryir=
r li for
tellurium
Roof edges
Liquefy by heat
Pump
Hebrew
festival
38 Antlered
animal
39 Herringlike fish
40 Mohammedan
noble
42 Mora
contemptible
45 Ocean
46 Roman official
45 Plaything
49 Shoemaker's
tool
50 Lavished
fondness on
51 Compass point
33
31
35
37

DCMIN
1 Soft food
2 Goddess of
heeling

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

MOOR rdClid019

3
4
5
6
7
8

Land of the free
The ones here
Sherpen
Goal
Hot, of scale
Part of face
(p1)
9 Investigation
10 Pig
a 1 Frozen water
16 Pitch
18 Covers
26 Strong winds
21 Quarrels
22 Jury lest
23 Body of water
21 Pee Wee of
baseball
25 Beef animal
27 Totter
30 Pranced
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non(31110011
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31 Enghsh
workman
opposed to
labor Saving
Machinery

33 Slender finial
34 Fright
36 Perfecton

37
39
40
11
42
13
41
47

2.1
Fragment
Food fish
Man's name
Cry like cat
Pose for portrait
Vast age
Grain
Note of scale
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NOW! The Best
Money Service

In Kentucky Is Here.

Puryear Soldier
Dies In Wreck
Near Buchanan
A Fort Campbell soldier,
Specialist Four Roger Gordon
Jones, age 21, of Route One,
Puryear, Tenn.. was killed
sometime Tuesday night or
early Wednesday morning when
his car ran off a road near
Buchanan, Tenn., and crashed
into a tree.
He was dead on arrival at the
Henry County General Hospital
shortly after eight a.m. Wednesday. Authorities said Jones
had been dead for several hours
and the body and wreck lay
undiscovered for some time.
Kentucky State Trooper Jerry
Veteto who investigated the
accident said it was not possible
to tell exactly when the wreck
happened. The accident occurred about one mile east of
Buchanan on the Buchanan
Saddle Club Road..
Trooper Veteto said the Jones
oar ems. apparently . heading
west when Jones lost control
and the car plunged down a se
foot embankment and rammed
a tree. J.L. Jackson who was
driving a truck spotted the
wreckage from the cab of his
truck and notified authorities

!I

Where You Want
It. Great.
Kentucky Finance, with home offices in Lexington and
over 50 offices throughout Kentucky, has a new office. It's
right here, where you want it. Now the best loan service
in
Kentucky is ready to serve you, just as they've served
Kentuckians for over 29 years.
Remember.. at Kentucky Finance we are anxious to
approve your loan. Small loans up to $1200.. and the
big
loan, up to $7500. To meet today's greater needs. You
can
count on us. Thank you.

Go Where The Service Is/Loans to '7500

KENTUCKY-FINANCE

506 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
753-2621
(in the former Murray Loan location)
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Do Your Christmas Shopping
at Wiggins Furniture and
SAVE
SAVE
SAVE

Or Why not buy her a Lane Cedar Chest or
him a gun cabinet or Berkline Recliner
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Car
Stereos
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Craig, Audiovox
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Sun. 1-6 p.m.

Sat 2-8 p.m.

Fri. 6-8 p.m.

Mrs. Clause

Come See

Model T24363----

4:01
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during the month of
We are lowering our prices
est price
December for you Christmas shopping. Bigg
room Suites.
cut ever on Living Room Suites and Bed
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Electrophonic Stereos

Reg • 79.95

8-Track
STEREO $6995

and Get Service.

Where you get Quality, Save Money,
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The Bargain Center for TV's and Stereo's.

Robert Wiggins Says:
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A Truckload of Electrophonic Stereos
have just arrived!

1
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Electrophonic Stereos
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1V Service Center
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Stand Optional
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We are a factory
authorized service station
for Electrophonic but for
only what
i we sell.
s

4.,s- On Picture Tube. Parts,
and labor
Holds
24
tapes
2 for
$666

liflave a 4-Year Warranty.
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season's merry mood.

Merry Christmas.

`Naritac71an196u

holidays later.

enjoy the happiness of the

Shopping now frees you to

gift for everyone on your list.

"gifts preview," to select the right

Plan now, with the help of this

Enjoy the
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ForcSliopping-chl

Wrap It
Up
Christmas
Early... G

•

y, December 1.
TRY MURRAY FIRST DAY SATURDAY—This Saturda
community with
the
in
Da'"
First
Murray
-Try
med
proclai
been
has
Club will sponsor
special sales and activities planned eity-wide. The Rotary
will be held later in
an auction on the court square and a Christmas parade
will include four
the afternoon with Santa arriving about 4 p.m. The parade
s theatre
children
groups,
twirling
queens,
beauty
local marching bands,
to Santa flans.
characters, clowns and many other participants in addition

:;1;[1:5'!.11
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

laalres

— Put other Christmas decorations near the ceiling rather than near chairs and other
places where people may
smoke.
— Use noncombustible decorations such as metal, glass,
asbestos.
— If using lights in windows, don't use candles and
keep curtains at least six
inches from any light.
— Don't use polystyrene
foam for candle holders.
— Get Christmas costumes

it's a sign of Confidence and helps
build opportunity in Murray.

SHOP AT HOME

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, REN'IrUCKY

Styrofoam balls make in-

THURSDAY—NOVEMBER 21. 1973

1111r=i1
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MURRAY

PEOPLES BANK

The Extraordinary Rank

COMMUNICATE CONFIDENCE, SHOP AT HOME

It's the best club you can
join. The only qualification
for membership is to
support the people who
support you. That's easy.

There is something you can
do. Form your own
hometown booster club.
Shopping home town
businessmen entitles you
to membership.

Do you feel you would
like to make a bigger
contribution to your
community.
... to local
government ... to your
school . . ,and you don't
really know how to go
about it?

something about

you can do

',ardor maehe tree

— Take wrapping from
opened gifts as soon as possible and store them outside for
regular rubbish collection.
— Discard trees as soon as
possible after Christmas by
placing them out for collection by the city Sanitation Department. If the tree is more
than five feet tall chop it in
two pieces.

PEOPLES BANK

or damaged sockets before
using.
— All Christmas displays
should derive current from a
15 ampere circuit.
— Provide a control switch
between the source of electricity and Christmas displays or tree lights.
— Check the tree periodically to see if any needles
near the lights have started to
turn brown. If so change their
locations.

Do something

— Have a no smoking"
rule near the tree.
— Plan what to do if a fire
occurs.
— Don't use candles or
other types of open flame decorations on or near the Christmas tree.
— Don't operate toy trains,
motors or engines under or
near the tree.
— Check Christmas lights
each year for frayed wires,
loose connections and broken

that have been fireproofed.
— Watch out for nitro cellulose plastic toys and other
gifts that may easily ignite.

THURSDAY—NOVEMBER 29, 1973

How to keep your Christmas safe

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Holiday things to cut, paint, gide,- give

6 Dos a Week

Downtown Shopping
Center
7 a.M. to 9 p.m.

PARKER'S

Limit 1 per family with
order pleas;?.

!5-lb. Bag

494:p

SUGAR

Special!
COLONIAL

Good Only
Saturday, Dec. 1
5.-.9 p.m.

The holiday season brings
cheer but it can also bring
tragedy in fites if precautions
aren't taken,
Firemen warn that every
Christmas beings an increase
in the number of fires, caused
by Christmat trees and other
decorations that can quickly
go up in flames.
For fire safety metal trees
are the moss desirable, firemen say, because they are
noncombustible.
However,
there is a potential danger of
electric shock if strings of
lights are used on metal trees.
If sharp metal edges or tips
come in con4act with broken
bulbs or terminal openings of
lamp holders, the entire tree
can become electrically
charged.
'
Ideally metal trees should
be illuminated by remotely located spotlights. Purchasers
should require evidence that
plastic and metalized plastic
trees are made of materials
that burn slowly.
If purchasing a natural
Christmas tree, firemen say,
do not purchage a larger tree
than is actually needed. A
Christmas tree is essentially
fuel, and excessive fuel in any
location is dangerous.
Trees processed with a
flame-retardant chemical are
less hazardous.
The fire department safety
checklist includes:
— Give the _tree the freshness test before purchasing:
check to see that branches
bend without breaking and the
needles don't fall when the
branches are :shaken.
— Cut tree brunk at a 45 degree angle and stand the tree
in water or damp sand to retard the drying process.
Lengthwise saw cuts in the
tree's base win help it absorb
water.
— Put the tree as far from a
source of heat as possible and
don't place it near a statrwa
or exit door.

FIRE WARNING
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White Walls!

'Firestone

1464-IS

M60-14

CARS

MFCH,IP.1 CARS

SMAt

PAY
LESS

,t

• Rayon Betts
• Nylon Cord Body
•hp
nrmitt

10" Wide
• 12/32" Tread Depth
• Up to

DJUS

$295°

$2500

▪ 12/32" Tread Depth
• 4 Ply Polyester Cord
• 78 Series Desqp,
• .85 White Sodewall

GOLDEN BEAR

F711-14
070-14
1378-15

HI

rs."..rta,

i

o

llt711-15

JR711-15

HR74-15

140711-14

HEAVY Duly

.140 FINANCE CHARGE
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

.59,0*
.6144*

85713*

85422*

04/711-15

P071I-14
0175-14

• 75%* more road hazard
protection
• 205L• better handling
• Cooler running
• 12%• better traction
• Gas economy
II Maim Carpet Ride

$4754*
85044*
85244*
ER76-14

PLUS LUG NUTS

FRIDAY—SEPTEMISER 14, 11273

Cirnns

h,

than

others to take an

doe will

be like in disoosi-

THURSDAY—NOVEMBER 21, 1173

Phone 753-3164

The local animal shelter

A petfor Christmas? Be sure to choose with care
•

$295°
STEEL BELTED
VA RADIAL

iia-13

H741-14
H78-15

$2500

$225°.

• 17/32" Treed Depth
• 4 Ply Polyester Cord
• 78 Series Design
• 85 inch White &deem

EWING TIRE SERVICE

Call Us!!

Tire Service

For Truck & Farm

6 MOS. TO PAY

•NO MONEY DOWN

[LINO -LUG)

E-T DIAMOND SPOKE MAGS 14"

Sin

1 Thruway

.‘11F'D
TRACTION

*freotii ititik4)

808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30
Saturday 7:30-5:00
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TOP OirilE LIST GIFT
IDEASirEVERYONE!

THE 1.1=7.DGF:R & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Fleeizo_phonie
8-Track Car Stereo Tape Player
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114 No. 15th
.Phone 753-3242
Murray, Ky.

'College
Shop

The

lay-Away
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Free Parking

Free Wrap

Gift Certificate

Gift Items—Everything from Billfolds
and Bow Ties to Suits, etc.

Something for the
Very Special Someone

Veri
SPECIAL

•
•

Daily 840-6:00
1304 Chestnut
7534065

Town '8 Country
Dress Shop

Coats

1 Rack

Sizes 6 thru 20

DRESSES

Other fall and winter

All fall Enid winter sportwear.
Jantzen, Agt III. Douglas Marc, and
other lines Sizes 6-20

DISCO ,NT RACK

Jantzen, American Scene,
humus tine brands

NEW SPORTSWEARAct III, other

Sizes 6 thr 10. Perfect for Holiday Parties

Long Dresses

Group

•

Make papier mache tree
ornaments; soak shredded
newspaper in water; drain,
then mix in Elmer's GlueAll. Mold ornaments and let
dry, then paint.

•
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Open Mon.-Thursday.
6-10

1006 Chestnut

DIXIE CREAM
DONUTS
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"The Happ

'/3 off

"Only p.m.
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TON'S
LITTLE
y Yellow Store"

COATS

Jr. & Missy Winter

$688

CIAL
1SHOE SPE
200 PAIRS —
-Reg.OVER'16.00
- 20.00

I;'

ON THE PREMISES

3 TIMES DAILY

FRESH

DONUTS MADE

Closed Sunday

Saturday, December 1
Only!
4-7 p.m.

•1:

STERLING SILVER SNOWFLAKE, GORHAM 1973,
measures three and a quarter
inches point to point and is a
unique ornament for the tree.
It can also be worn a, a pendant. Designed to supplement
.nowflakes offered by Gorham
annually in the past, this
sear's design is the perfect
gift for a collector or to keep
for ',our own tree.

POS1 MARK: SANTA
In Indiana, there is a
town named Santa Claus
Its post office becomes a
major industry at Christmas when it is besieged
with packages from people
wanting a Santa Claus
postmark.

Styrofoam balls make interesting tree ornaments
when decorated with giftwrap ribbon, trim, sequins
and beads in colorful, imaginative patterns.

:4

•

fo'
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Fri. and Sat. 6 untill 11
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Holiday things to cut, paint, glue, give

•

Turn plastk drink-cup
covers into charming decorations: cut Off the rims,
spread Elmerli glue generously on both :sides to hold
glitter, beads, buttons.
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• 14-inch height
• Soft Nylon "Touch-O-Foom" leg
lining
• Permanently fused, flexible PVC
outsole
• ladies Metro Toe
SIZES: N Width, 5 thru 9, 10

Vintage Tan Mod Teak cowhide
foot and top.

Miss KICKER

dog will be like in disposition, size, and adaptability.
Most Christmas puppies
will be bought for children,
many of whom may not be
old enough to know how to
treat a dog.
One breeder refuses to
sell to families with very
young children because he
says that the puppy has to
take too much mauling. "If
the dog snaps to defend
himself, Its always the dog
that gets the blame."

The local animal shelter
can often help choose the
right pet. An educated guess
as to what the dog will be
in a few months can keep
the giver from selecting the
wrong type of dog.
The welcome gift becomes a cause of heartbreak
when a family finds that it
has to give up a now-beloved pet that they cannot
keep. The watchword is —
give carefully when it comes
to pets.

THE ENTIRE FAMILY will
love this gleaming sterling
Citristmas tree top ornament
which Comes from Got-ham in
a gift box.

THURSDAY—NOVEMBER Ite, 1973

The Vernon
Christmas Special

All Leather Uppers

Due to the great success of
our sale we are rerunning
the same specials.

ly than others to take an
intense dislike to the mailman; others are almost sure
to dig in the garden; some
breeds are howlers; a few
varieties are difficult if not
Impossible to housebreak.
In a cross-breed, the dog
owner cannot be so certain
of characteristics. Often the
sire is of unknown origin.
As the number of different breeds in the ancestry
increases, so does the inability to predict what the

• Shallow dip top
• Permanently fused, flexible PVC
outsolcs
• Soft Nylon "Touch-O-Foam" leg
lining
• Custom Toe
Xmo
• Cowboy Heel

A puppy is a Christmas
gift that can bring Joy, a
headache, or heartache, depending on the family involved — and the dog. Today's lovable little ball of
fur can turn into tomorrow's household delight if
the buyer knows what he is
doing.
There is the dog's disposition to be considered. All
thoroughbreds have predictable characteristics.
Some breeds are more like-

A petfor Christmas? Be sure to choose with care
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Putting lights on the
Christmas tree is an art in
itself. Most people use the
random pattern because it
is the easiest and requires
less planning.
The more careful decorator, however, can work out
a spiral or contour design,
the secret being to overlap

light strings and to space
the bulbs closely.
On outdoor trees, a tent
style layout can be managed by fastening the light
to wires that run from the
tip of the tree or top of a
pole down to the ground
In decorating a bare tree,
a 25-light set is used for

every five feet of tree that
is ten feet from the ground
Bare branches need about
five lights for every foot
perts suggest lighting
the branches so that they
cast a spidery shadow on
the side of the house
Lights should have the UL
designation for outdoor use

_

Open Evenings Til 7:00

CKY
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So. 12th St
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MURRAY DATSUN, Inc.

Saves

all-synchro stick (or optional
The 1974 Datsun 610
automatic) and
4-Door Sedan. It's the luxupower-assist
't
rious family car that doesn
cost an arm and a leg to own. front disc
IT
The savings begin with brakes.
As
y
all these standard luxur
with all
features,; reclining vinyl
Datsuns,
bucket seats with fabric
parts are
d
tinte
ting,
carpe
thick
ts,
inser
quickly and
n
PIM
glass, generous woodgrai
ensively
inexp
accents—even a clock and
available. And the savings
locking glove box. Engineerreally come to life on the
ing features include a new
2000cc overhead cam engine, highway; the 610 is a road car,
fully independent suspension solid and enjoyable to drive,
on sedan and hardtop, 4-speed with Datsun's famous gas
mileage. The kind of car your
family needs doesn't cost a
lot to buy and maintain!
Drive a Datsun...then decide.

Good
as much as you think.

Announcing the
610.
n
u
s
197fa4miDlyafat
re doesn't cost

114

29, 1973

'Light'suggestions for decorating tree

THURSDAY--NOVEMBER
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Christmas cards feature Santa Claus and China
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ous
Accutron
tuning fork,
movement gives
equal time to
women. Accurate to
within a minute a year,
just like thliAccutron
watch worrtby men.
Guaranteed.* Our
selection retnges from
stainless stbel to 14K
solid gold; from sporty
straps to jewelry
bracelets. See them all,
today. Acctdron for
Women. From $95.

Now

Accutrons

We Service

Give her
something
sOecial.
Bulova
Accutrone

Is there a bowler in your
family? With some 52 million Americans bowling every year, according to the
National Bowling Council,
it is not unlikely.
A perfect: gift for that
bowler this year would be
a color-cocedinated
ensemble.
Acecirding to a spokesman
of Ertmsivfc , a leading
manufacturer of bowling
equipment,- color-coordinated bowling balls, bags
and shoes hive become very
fashionable,in recent years
with styles'and colors responding to trends in the
fashion indiistry.
Bowling bells, which were
at one time almost always
black, havebroken out into
a rainbowlf colors.
Brunswick's Crown Regal
line this year offers three
new polyester balls featuring swirling color combinations of redzwhite and blue;
brown, white and orange
and black (Ind white. Rubber balls ire available in
-blend, of 'red and blue,
grape and blue, green and
blue. and 134ue and black.
- Balls are also available in
solid grape; gold, blue and
red colors.
All of the balls can be
mixed and matched with
color-coordinated bags and
shoes.
Vinyl materials and bright
colors predOminate in bowling bags thlb year. Each one
of them is. designed to be
coordinated and matched
with appropriate balls and
shoes
One mer4s bag features a
snap-out bp,11 cup making
4

Bowling shoes, which at
one time obviously looked
like bowling shoes, are now
just as fashionable as street
shoes.
Mod styling and a plethora of colors make them
virtually indistinguishable
from shoes worn every day.
Shoes are available in leather, suede and vinyl.
it easy to convert it into a
handy travel bag.

#0EofeaBl*

KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,

High scoring fashion
right: for bowlers
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Rexall Drugs

Dale &
Stubblefield

HANE

Every Woman
Alive Loves
Chanel No. 5

WHAT'S SO NEW Tilt I
YOU COULDN'T HAVE
SOUGHT ONE LAST
CHRISTMAS?
The sounds of Christm& this year include a
lot of excitement over
brand-new products
Among them television
sound in an FM/AM portable radio and fourchannel music system
that not only plays tapes
and records but has an.
FM /AM radio that can
receive four-channel radio broadcasts.
Then, too, there is a
cassette tape recorder
player that's executivelooking but push-button
easy to use and has its
microphone built right
in.
Product excitement includes color. Stereo modules in gleaming blue or
white or green. Phonoviewers in cheerful red
and white.
A portable radio with
an orange band indicator, and blue lighted digital time readout in an
electronic clock radio

Jesus knew little of Phase
4 and price ceilings, and the
wise men weren't known as
such because they could
spot a gift that looked like
it cost $100, when it really
cost them 96.95.
The true "gifts" are indeed priceless . . "Love"
marked down — must sell
for $25.00. "Friendship" —
I'll be your chum for $15.00
a day . .. now there's a bargain that the gift-grabbers
will spot and line up for
long before the seller opens
his heart.
"Loneliness," no thanks
we've had plenty of that
all year ...too depressing at
Christmas time. Solve it
with a tie, not your stand2" silk rep, but the
/
ard 41
other kind: a bond between
people.
And so, when you hear
them say Christmas is for
giving and for getting,
make your neighbor understand its real meaning:
"forgiving" and "forgetting," and that's one gift
not found in your local chic
boutique When was the
last pre-Christmas sale held
in a manger?

Sadly, the true meaning
of Christmas has been lost
somewhere between "Peace
on Earth," "Good Will Toward Men," and "If the
Johnsons spend 975.00 for
our gift, we'll have to spend
that much for theirs, although heaven knows
where we'll find the mon-

Reflecting
on priceless
presents
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$35088

SAVE $54.25
on on average 35-sq. yd.
carpet purchase

normal ,mtollation

WAS
$294.95

W .95
$249

CUT $25.95

Other Sizes at Comparable Lew Prices

v046i662

4 rayon cord belts
and 2 polyester
cord radial
body plies

MOUNTED

pike $3.82 F.E.Y.

gybes you hey 1st tire at regular simple tire price

Sears NEW "36" RADIAL
SAVE 40% on 2nd Tire

• Spring-action front forks and rear
shocks for more smoothness and
safety in off-the-rood riding.

• Single speed - has 4-cycle Crafts, engine.
'
man

3.5-HP MINI-BIKE
$14988*

....weriSertrr
,
'="tel'ormaPAIREKIPIR,MR4.•
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SHOP IN PERSON at Southside Shopping

-2310
SHOP BY PHONE..dial 753Center
Murray, Ky.

* Catalog price - &es

Both dishwashers hove Sears
greatest array of work-saving
features...including two drying timers, normal or sani-temp
rinses, many others.

$21988*

AS

the UNDERCOUNTER

DELIVERED n,,th

$254"
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SEARS. ROEBUCK AND CO

0172071

Sears regular
low oric•

the PORTABLE

Soporetskl y
prices *Mlle/
1150.90

4 stretch stitches.
Sews 8 stitches including zig-zag and
oler.
buttonh
Has built-in

$124"*

with CASE

ZIG-ZAG
MACHINE

es
• Inc lodes case, AC adopter and earphon
s
cassette
e
• Sears smallest unit - uses full-siz
current
house
AC
or
s
batterie
• Operates on

SEARS FINEST - the LADY
KENMORE DISHWASHER

colors
• BRIARWOOD comes in 5 lovely
soil
hides
• Nylon pile tweed
g
• Continuous yarn resists sheddin

SQUARE YARD
WALE-TO-WALL

$444*

WAS $5.99

CUT 23% - TRI-TONE
SCULPTURED CARPET

volume

MINI-COMPACT CASSETTE PLAYER-RECORDER

picture
• One button color • 17-in. diagonal measure
• Stay-set
tuning
fine
• 100% solid state chassis • VHF memory

DELIVERED with normal installation

WAS $380.95

cnir,
CUT $30

PORTABLE COLOR TV

at Sears Catalog Sales Office
30
9
„
,r„RB,
""D'im
THUR, FRI, SAT

THURSDAY—NOVEMBER 21, 1173

SALE priced NOW
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There were cards showing
Chinese vases with sprigs of
holly stuck in them, as well as
Chinese-style line drawings.
Christmas card manufacturers, bowing to the ecology
movement, are also offering
an entirely new line of products these days — cards made
entirely out of recycled paper.

'THURSDAY—NOVEMBER 29, 1973

JUST LIKE THE real thing
— these', soft, cuddly panda.
are apkaling gifts for
one front teenagers to tot..
The &boost life-size fake fur
•nimals..are covered in • deep
pile furry fabric developed by
Glenoit Mills for Dollcraft Toy
Co. Abont 34 inches long, the
pandas Ire • delight to touch
and fondle.
TIPS FOR
.TREE CARE
• Sprinkle branches with
Water Defore decorating.
• Mold placing the tree
near fh-eplace, heater, TV
or radiators.
• Check electric Sights for
wear.
&Nall overload nearby
electrlet circuits
• Atioid flammable dec-

Cuddly pandas

One of them shows Santa
Claus, all covered with soot,
hanging stockings on a fireplace while children peep at
him from behind chairs.
Still another shows a giant
ape covered :with Christmas
decorations, holding mistletoe
over his head and puckering
.
his lips.
Still another shows a snowcovered village, while another
features the beauties of C'hinese art.
What they are is Christmas
cards — the Sending of which
is one of America's "preeminently middle-class occupations" according to a spokesman for one big Christmas
card company.
Today's Christmas cards
range from the elegant ( goldembossed :cards showing
'starkly simple religious
scenes) to' the whimsical
r Santa Claus covered with
soot) te the absurd ( the ape)
to the fain (a picture of yourself anti your family on your
personalized card).
There is,,in fact, a card for
every taste and political persuasion. $ut it wasn't that
way a century ago. In fact,
until 1875, there weren't any
Christmas cards in America
at all. .•
It was in 1875 that Louis
Prang, a German immigrant,
got the Idea for Christmas
cards. He-illustrated his cards
with reproductions of famous
painting* by American artists.
The id4a was a catchy one
for Victorian Americans. By
1881 Prang was selling over
five million cards a year, and
a new Christmas custom had
taken strong hold in the
United Stales.
Prang ..withdrew from the
businessin 1890, encouraged,
perhaps,by a sudden influx of
cheap German cards that took
a large part of the business.
Modern Christmas card artists say the German cards
were "tasteless," but it
wasn't until 19,34 that America
started 'turning out gaudier
and more elegant cards en-

BELIED

groups such as UNICEF
"And eys a measure of vanity, nothing equals the personal photograph Christmas card
and the Christmas letter."
Christmas cards tend to refleet the times. In 1972, right
after Nixon's visit to China,
many Christmas cards had a
distinctly Chinese theme.

OTASCO

fer sophisticated and simple
cards," said a spokesman for
the American Artists Group,
Inc., a large producer of
cards. "Individuals with
strong political convictions
often use the Christmas card
to express themselves, which
accounts for specialized card
manufacturing by charity
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The battery for quicker starts
and more power
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9-8
Saturday.
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TIRE SIZE

WE GUARANTEE YOU'LL NEVER
NEED TO BUY ANOTHER
MUFFLER AS LONG AS
YOU OWN YOUR CARE

•LIFETIME GUARANTEE

.•

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Prices
753-8391
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POLY CORDS
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masse
And it was about that time
that Christmas cards became
more than simply a way of
wishing the season's greetings —but also a reflection of
personality and beliefs, according to one expert.
"The more powerful and
prestigious professionals pre-

Christmas cards feature Santa Claus and China
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Charles Wesley is said to
have pemed the majestic and
immortal "Hark! The Herald
Angels Sing," after hearing
the joyous ringing of the bells
at midnight of Christmas

"I heard the bells on Christmas day,
The old familiar carols
Play,
And wild and sweet, the
words repeat,
(1 peace on earth, goodwill
to men."

joyous announcement of the
season.
In England the belief was
born that Christ had been
born exactly at the stroke of
midnight. Therefore the custom has been that the bells do
not ring, but rather mournfully toll from eleven to twelve
o'clock on Christmas Eve.
This was given the name of
"Tolling the Devil's Knell" to
warn the powers of darkness
of Christ's approaching birth.
At the exact moment of
midnight the tolling stops, and
the bells break into the joyful
ringing announcing the season's great event. Longfellow's familiar lines no doubt
came from hearing the bells
being run in this tradition.

They were often christened,
even baptized in elaborate
ceremonies, and given the
name of a saint as they were
anointed with Holy oil.
The poor began to use hand
bells to ask for alms, saying
that by doing this they were
asking in the name of the Almighty.
For a time the tradition was
that old St. Nick carried a
hand bell on his visit, and this
is the reason for his sleigh
bells. Befana, the Italian giftbruiger, rang her bell as she
went about the teak of going
down chimneys to bring the

This is the season of bells!
They are hung over our city
streets, from lamp poles, in
store windows, on our name
tags, and acroas the front
doors of our homes.
Bells will soon peal out their
glad tidings from cathedral
steeples and hand bells will
ask us at street corners to
drop a coin in the pot for some
worthy cause. Bells are a part
of our American heritage and
of our joyful Christmas celebration.
The history of bells goes
back as long as men have
been recording their events.
Hand bells were used in religious services in Egypt centuries before Abraham.
The Jewish high priests
wore gold bells on the borders
of their robes and used hand
bells in choirs in their ceremonies of worship. Because
they were used exclusively by
churches, they were considered to be sacred. Often prayers were engraved on them,
such as the plea "Pray For
Us" or the shout of faith
"Glory To God."
A great deal of magic is tied
in with the history of bells.
Many were said to have the
ability to stop a fire, the
plague or a thunderstorm,
and were used at these times
of community or personal

It's the
season of
the bells
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Member F.D.I.C.

BANK of MURRAY

Come In and Start Your Set
— TODAY

The Bank of Murray will give you the fourth piece—Free!
You are eligible to purchase a piece with each $25.00
deposit thereafter.

with your first $25.00 deposited to your existing savings
account or when you open a new savings account with
$25.00, you are eligible to purchase this beautiful crystal
stemware for $4.00 per item.

— Here's How to Qualify

The Pattern is called "Murray Tango" and is sparkling 24%
Lead Crystal from Europe's Finest German Craftsmen.

The beauty of this magnificent stemware is designed to harmonize with any decor, from traditional to
contemporary. Durable enough for everyday use, it is also at home in the most elegant setting.Each piece
has the solid weight that spells quality. Tap the rim and you hear a rich bell tone! Design is blown bowl,
with button stem.

The Holiday Season is the time to open your Savings Account
in order to qualify for the beautiful Crystal Stemware.
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light strings and to space
the bulbs closely
On outdoor trees, a tent
style layout can be managed by fastening the light
to wires that run from the
tip of the tree or top of a
pole down to the ground.
In decorating a bare tree,
a 25-light set is used for
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MURRAY DATSUN, Inc.
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all-synchro stick (or optional
The 1974 Datsun 610
automatic) and
4-Door Sedan. It's the luxupower-assist
rious family car that doesn't
disc
front
to
leg
own.
a
and
cost an arm
The savings begin with brakes.
"
As 40111
Istorstok..
all these standard luxury
all
with
ng
s:
vinyl
reclini
feature
Datsuns,
bucket seats with fabric
inserts, thick carpeting, tinted parts are
quickly and
glass, generous woodgrain
sively
inexpen
and
a
accents— even clock
le.
availab And the savings
locking glove box. Englbeerreally come to life on the
ing features include a new
2000cc overhead cam engine, highway; the 610 is a road car,
fully independent suspension solid and enjoyable to drive,
on sedan and hardtop, 4-speed with Datsun's famous gas
mileage. The kind of car your
family needs doesn't cost a
lot to buy and maintain!
Drive a Datsun...then decide.
4tir'

Good
as much as you think.

Announcing the
610.
un
ts
Da
1974
family fare doesn't cost

Putting lights on the
Christmas tree is an art in
itself. Most people use the
random pattern because it
is the easiest and requires
less planning.
The more careful decorator, however, can work out
a spiral or contour design,
the secret being to overlap

every five feet of tree that
is ten feet from the ground
Bare branches need about
five lights for every foot
Experts suggest lighting
the branches so that they
cast a spidery shadow on
the side of the house
Lights should have the UL
designation for outdoor use

Light'suggestions for decorating tree

Christmas cards feature Santa Claus and China
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irte will adjust to this tolerance, If
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flow
oa
famous
Accutron
lijning fork
fNovement gives
ague' time to
*omen. Accurate to
within a minute a year,
gat like the Accutron
itatch worn by men.
8,4uaranteed.• Our
election ranges from
stainless steel to 11K
solid gold; from sporty
straps to jewelry
dracelets. See them so,
tgday. Accutron for
Women. From $95.

Accutrons

We Service

( Give her
something
special.
Bulova
-Accutrone

-28 there a bowler in your
faltrilly? With some 52 million Americans bowling ever' year, according to the
NOtional Bowling Council,
it Is not unlikely.
A perfect gift for that
bowler this year would be
a 'color-coordinated bowling ensemble.
According to a spokesman
of. Brunswick, a leading
manufacturer of bowling
equipment, color-coordinated bowling balls, bags
arid shoes have become very
faShionable in recent years
with styles and colors respbnding to trends in the
fashion industry.
Bowling balls, which were
at one time almost always
black, have broken out into
a:rainbow of colors
Brunswick's Crown Regal
Rae this year offers three
new polyester balls featurin3 swirling color combinetiOns of red, white and blue;
brown, white and orange
an.ct black and white. Rubber balls are available In
blend? of red and blue,
grape and blue, green and
blue, and blue and black.
;Balls are also available in
solid grape, gold, blue and
red colors
-All of the balls can be
fluxed and matched with
cOlor-coordinated bags and
shoes.
Vinyl materials and bright
calors predominate in bowling bags this year. Each one
of them is designed to be
ccordinated and matched
vitlth appropriate balls and
stoes
,•One men's bag features a
sap-out ball cup making

Bowling shoes, which at
one time obviously looked
like bowling shoes, are now
just as fashionable as street
shoes.
Mod styling and a plethora of colors make them
virtually indistinguishable
from shoes worn every day
Shoes are available in leather, suede and vinyl.
it easy to convert it into a
handy travel bag.

£ °4
**N4"044
Piitaa
4
#C
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Iiigh scoring fashion
right for bowlers
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Rexall Drugs

Dale &
Stubblefield

HANE

Every Woman
Alive Loves
Chanel No. 5

WHAT'S SO NEW THAT
YOU COULDN'T HAVE
BOUGHT ONE LAST
CHRISTMAS?
The sounds of Christmas this year include a
lot of excitement over
brand-new products.
Among them television
sound in an FM/AM portable radio and fourchannel music system
that not only plays tapes
and records but has an
FM/AM radio that can
receive four-channel radio broadcasts.
Then, too, there is a
cassette tape recorder
player that's executivelooking but push-button
easy to use and has its
microphone built right
in.
Product excitement includes color. Stereo modules in gleaming blue or
white or green. Phonoviewers in cheerful red
and white.
A portable radio with
an orange band indicator, and blue lighted digital time readout in an
electronic clock radio.

Sadly, the true meaning
of Christmas has been lost
somewhere between "Peace
on Earth," "Good Will Toward Men," and "If the
Johnsons spend $75.00 for
our gift, we'll have to spend
that much for theirs, although heaven knows
where we'll rind the money."
Jesus knew little of Phase
4 and price ceilings, and the
wise men weren't known as
such because they could
spot a gift that looked like
it cost $100, when it really
cost them 98.95.
The true "gifts" are indeed priceless . . . "Love"
marked down — must sell
for $25.00. "Friendship" —
I'll be your chum for $15.00
a day. . . now there's a bargain that the gift-grabbers
will spot and line up for
long before the seller opens
his heart.
"Loneliness," no thanks
we've had plenty of that
all year....too depressing at
Christmas time. Solve it
with a tie, not your stand2" silk rep, but the
/
ard 41
other kind: a bond between
people.
And so, when you hear
them say Christmas is for
giving and for getting,
make your neighbor understand its real meaning:
"forgiving" and "forgetting," and that's one gift
not found in your local chic
boutique. When was the
last pre-Christmas sale held
in a manger?

Reflecting
on priceless
presents
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SAVE $54.25
on on average 35-sq. yd.
carpet purchase

-

-•
;4
"
•

instollotion

$249.95

Swporotwly
pricin 00,61101
S150.90

CUT $25.95

DL7422

Tubeless Whitewall

4 rayon cord belts
and 2 polyester
cord radial
body plies

MOON TED

pit.rs $3.82 F. E,T

F.E.T.

2for $56"

EAC.N

$3520 Vis:19t

A78-13

wires yes buy 1st tire at regular siegle tire price

Sears NEW "36" RADIAL
SAVE 40% on 2nd Tire

• Spring-action front forks and rear
shocks for more smoothness and
safety in off-the-rood riding.

• Single speed - has 4-cycle Craftsman* engine.

3.5-HP MINI-BIKE
$14988,*
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,

SHOP IN PERSON at Southside Shopping Center Murray, Ky.

SHOP BY PHONE..dial 753-2310

* Cestelog pricer - ekes

Both dishwashers hove Sears
greatest array of work-sowing
Features. „including two drying times, normal or sani-temp
rinses, many others.

$21988*

ri■•■. the UNDERCOUNTER=...

$3°
110

SEARS. ROEISUCIE AND CO

41 CUT

Uv.:;4144\1 it

t's ;;,

Solid

iianmi

WAS
$294.95

maple cutting bourd top

DELIVERED with

cui $40 $254"
; D172071

Sitars regular
low price

th• PORTABLE

WAS $79.50
bollerle•

stitches.
Sews 8 stitches including zig-zag and 4 stretch
r.
Has built-in buttonhole

$12495*

with CASE

MACHINE

ZIG-ZAG

SEARS FINEST - the LADY
KENMORE DISHWASHER

• BRIARWOOD comes in 5 lovely colors
• Nylon pile tweed hides soil
• Continuous yarn resists shedding

SOUARE YARD
WALL-TO-WALL

$4U*

WAS $5.99

$5950*

• Includes cots, AC adopter and earphones
• Sears smallest unit - uses full-size cassettes
• Operates on batteries Of AC house current

$20

NfirCUT
Dt2170

CUT 23% - TRI-TONE
SCULPTURED CARPET

1111‘

"Ir'siasillE
7--

MINI-COMPACT CASSETTE PLAYER-RECORDER

• One button color • 17-in, diagonal measure picture
• 100% solid state chassis • VHF memory fine tuning • Stay-set volume

DELIVERED with normal installation

Cn,
PORTABLE COLOR TV
WAS $380.95
CUT $30

tiri:ARB191 130
D
Nov
SAT
THUR, FRI,

at Sears Catalog Sales Office

SALE priced NOW
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There were cards showing
Chinese vases with sprigs of
holly stuck in them, as well as
Chinese-style line drawings.
Christmas card manufacturers, bowing to the ecology
movement, are also offering
an entirely new line of products these days — cards made
entirely out of recycled paper.

THURSDAY—NOVEMBER 29, 1973

• Spilnkle branches with
water blifore decorating.
• AvOd placing the tree
near flteplace. heater, TV
or radiators.
• Check electric lights for
wear •
• Don't overload nearby
electric circuits
• Ave1C1 flammable decoratZonr.

:TIPS FOR
TREE CARE

JUST ME THE real thing
— these :soft, cuddly pandas
are appealing gifts for everyone from teenagers to tots.
The almost life-size fake fur
animals Are covered in • deep
pile furl:), fabric developed by
Glenoit Hills for Dollcraft Toy
Co. Abottt 34 inches long, the
pandas ire a delight to touch
and (angle. '

Cuddly pandas

One of them shows Santa
Claus, ag covered with soot,
hanging fitockings on a fireplace whtle children peep at
him from behind chairs.
Still another shows a giant
ape covered with Christmas
decorations, holding mistletoe
over his head and puckering
his lips.
Still ari)ther shows a snowcovered village, while another
features ;he beauties of Chinese art.
What they are is Christmas
cards — the sending of which
is one of-America's "preeminently middle-class occupations" amording to a spokesman for one big Christmas
card coMpany,
Today'i, Christmas cards
range from the elegant (goldembossegi ,cards showing
starkly simple religious
scenes) ;to the whimsical
Santa (laus covered with
soot ) to the absurd ( the ape)
to the vain (a picture of yourself and 'your family on your
personalized card).
There it, in fact, a card for
every Mate and political persuasion. But it wasn't that
way a century ago, In fact,
until 1875, there weren't any
Christm4s cards in America
at all.
It wa4 in 1875 that Louis
Prang, a German immigrant,
got the idea for Christmas
cards. He illustrated his cards
with rerroductions of famous
paintings by American artisLs.
The idea was a catchy one
for Victorian Americans. By
1881 Prig was selling over
five million cards a year, and
a new Ciristmas custom had
taken strong hold in the
United states.
Prang withdrew from the
business in 1890, encouraged,
perhaps,by a sudden influx of
cheap German cards that took
a large part of the business.
Modern ,Christmas card artists say 'the German cards
were "tasteless," but it
wasn't tkitil 1934 that America
•
started turning out gaudier
and =lie elegant cards en-

fer sophisticated and simple
cards," said a spokesman for
the American Artists Group,
Inc., a large producer of
cards. "Individuals with
strong political convictions
often use the Christmas card
to express themselves, which
accounts for specialized card
manufacturing by charity
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• WE GUARANTEE YOU'LL NEVER
NEED TO BUY ANOTHER
MUFFLER AS LONG AS
YOU OWN YOUR CARI

MUFFLERS

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-8391

141101110
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groups such as UNICEF.
"And as a measure of vanity, nothing equals the personal photograph Christmas card
and the Christmas letter."
Christmas cards tend to reflect the times. In 1972, right
after Nixon's visit to China,
many Christmas cards had a
distinctly Chinese theme.

LIFETIME GUARRATEE MOIST41r1[11
WEAR-OUT & ROAD HAZARDS'

maw.,
And it was about that time
that Christmas cards became
more than simply a way of
wishing the season's greetings — but also a reflection of
personality and beliefs, according to one expert.
"The more powerful and
prestigious professionals pre-

Christmas cards feature Santa Claus and China
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Charles Wesley is said to
have penned the majestic and
immortal "Hark! The Herald
Angels Sing," after hearing
the joyous ringing of the bells
at midnight of Christmas

"I heard the bells on Christmas day,
The old familiar carols
play,
And wild and sweet, the
words repeat,
Of peace on earth, goodwill
to men."

joyous announcement of the
season.
In England the belief was
born that Christ had been
barn exactly at the stroke of
midnight. Therefore the custom has been that the bells do
not ring, but rather mournfully toll from eleven to twelve
o'clock on Christmas Eve.
This was given the name of
"Tolling the Devil's Knell" to
warn the powers of darkness
of Christ's approaching birth.
At the exact moment of
midnight the tolling stops, and
the bells break into the joyful
ringing announcing the season's great event. Longfellow's familiar lines no doubt
came from hearing the bells
being run in this tradition

This is the season of bells!
They are hung over our city
streets, from lamp poles, in
store windows, on our name
tags, and across the front
doors of our homes.
Bells will soon peal out their
glad tidings from cathedral
steeples and hand bells will
ask us at street corners to
drop a coin in the pot for some
worthy cause. Bells are a part
of our American heritage and
of our joyful Christmas celebration.
The history of bells goes
back as long as men have
been recording their events.
Hand bells were used in religious services in Egypt centuries before Abraham.
The Jewish high priests
wore gold bells on the borders
of their robes and used hand
bells in choirs in their ceremonies of worship. Because
they were used exclusively by
churches, they were considered to be sacred. Often prayers were engraved on them,
such as the plea "Pray For
Us" or the shout of faith
"Glory To God."
A great deal of magic is tied
in with the history of bells.
Many were said to have the
ability to stop a fire, the
plague or a thunderstorm,
and were used at these times
of community or persobal
crises.
They were often christfined,
even baptized in elaborate
ceremonies, and ;even the
neme of a saint a,s' they were
anointed with Holy oil.
The poor began to use hand
bells to ask for alms, saying
that by doing this they were
asking ip the name of the Almighty
For a time the tradition was
that old St. Nick carried a
band bell on his visit, and this
is the reason for his sleigh
bells. Befana, the Italian giftbringer, rang her bell as she
went about the task of going
down chimneys to bring the

It's the
season of
the bells
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Member F.D.I.C.

BANK of MURRAY

Come In and Start Your Set
— TODAY —

The Bank of Murray will give you the fourth piece—Free!
You are eligible to purchase a piece with each $25.00
deposit thereafter.

with your first $25.00 deposited to your existing sayings
account or when you open a new savings account with
$25.00, you are eligible to purchase this beautiful crystal
stemware for $4.00 per item.

— Here's How to Qualify

The Pattern is called "Murray Tango" and is sparkling 24%
Lead Crystal from Europe's Finest German Craftsmen.

The beauty of this magnificent stemware is designed to harmonize with any decor, from traditional to
contemporary. Durable enough for everyday use, it is also at home in the most elegant setting.Each piece
has the solid weight that spells quality. Tap the rim and you hear a rich bell tone! Design is blewn bowl,
with button stem.

The Holiday Season is the time to open your Savings Account
in order to qualify for the beautiful Crystal Stemware.
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• COLOR IT
The,look of walnut-grain
on vinyl is the most popular
coloring for audio systems
and dAital clock radios this
year. But phono-viewers for
children are in red and
white, or butterscotch, and
stereo modules for teenagert come in gleaming
white, blue or green.

Between December 1st
and Ltsiecernber 24th, over
105-million people will
make en annual pilgrimage
to shop for the "perfect"
Christmas Tree.
Although only 35-million
people will actually buy
trees, It is estimated that
more than 70-million —
mostly children — will accompany Dad or Mom on
the tAe sore*
Selecting a Christmas
tree that is just right requires a bit more shopping
arounil than might be expected. Prices vary widely
from Vendor to vendor and
many are willing to bargain
for a Price, especially as the
Day Oears.
BefOre venturing to discover a "perfect" tree, you
might want to consider
the space the tree is going
to oceupy.

Plalo now to
shop for
perfect tree

To Come See:

500 No. 4th Street

Open Til 8:00

753-8944
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Corn-Austin
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Court Square

Our Great Selection of:

e-nl.r..1 to J.'. 44..1 Tra6v-ifor* Rog

Murray, Ky.

Kvepsake

Dor-Mae Fashions

Great Selection to Choose From

PANTYHOSE CONTROLLER/
SPORTS BRIEF...THAT SLIMS

MAGIC LADY

691/14fil
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We Have . . .
v House Plants
Poinsettias,
v Terrariums & Plants
v Flocked and Live Trees
Garden Tools
v Pottery
v Bird Feeders

There's one gift that's always the right color, just
the right size and never has
to be returned. It's the gift
certificate.
Just about every store
offers these near-perfect
Yule gifts in amounts that
fit any and every budget.
They are especially useful when you have to purchase a gift for someone
whose sizes or tastes you
may not be too familiar
with.
Many stores offer attractive boxes and novel packaging for the gift certificate adding still more convenience by making wrapping unnecessary.
So this year, when you
stumble upon a name on
your list and no gift idea
comes to mind remember
the gift certificate.

Gift certificate
the present that fits
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Telf her you love her every day of the
year with a diamond cog from Keepsake
You can choose a Keepsake Diamond
Ring with conftdence because it s
guaranteed permanently registered
and protected against loss

East Side Court Square
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Low Finance Rate — 90 Days Same
As Cash — 24 Months To Pay
Sale Priced for Christmas Instant
Credit—Service All Year
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Phone 753-1586

URRAY APPLIANC
Murray, Ky.

Refrigerator

Range &

With Purchase of

plugs into any adequately wired
Soft Food Disposer • Solid
outlet • Free-standing or built-in Hold •
Board Top
Cutting
• Automatic spray helps control Maple
odors.

Model CSC-461

GENERAL ELECTRIC 4 CYCLE
Model GCG-550
CONVERTIBLE POTSCRUBBEC
GENERAL ELECTRIC AUTOMATIC
DISHWASHER • Portable now,
TRASH COMPACTOR — REDUCES
built-in later • Power-Scrub' for
TRASH TO ONE DISPOSABLE
Pots and Pans, Normal for everyBAG! • No special installation —
day loads, Light Soil, Rinse and

Lay-A-Way For
'22888
Christmas
Now While Selections Are Good!!

trically, automatically — including
inner oven door, window, even
surface unit reflector pans • Fastheating in-the-oven broiler

GENERAL ELECTRIC RANGE WITH
P-7
.SELF-CLEANING OVEN SYSTEM • Oven cleans itself, elec-

WITH COMBINATION PURCHASE
OF QUALIFYING OE RANGE AND
REFRIGERATOR FROM A PARTICIPATING GE RETAIL DEALER
DEC. 31, 1973
BETWEEN NOV 1

• Giant 6.96 Cu.ft. top Freezer •
Equipped to acceOt automatic ice
maker'• Big 13.8 Cu. ft. Refrigerator with 4 full-width shelves (3
adjustable) • Adjustable Meat
Keeper • Rolls on wheels

Model j-1S6R

create exciting, wearable

Still others sprinkle single

diamonds are far more

Small diamonds: lots of sparkle at sensible, affordable prices
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GENERAL ELECTRIC 20.8 cu. ft.
DELUXE NO-FROST REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER • No Defrosting Ever

Model TBF-21DP
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SOUTMSIOE MANOR
114-JRRAY, KENTUCKY
42071
•
PHONE 502-753-1330
JAME 1.01/111-2

Shoe
treeJj

ciyihe

1/
3 to 1/2

Sale $3000

Other Boots
t
c .o

Rig. '50.00

AGNER BOOTS

New Holiday and Spring
Merchandise Arriving

1/
3

Off
One Group BAGS
I/3 to 1/20ff

SHOES

Other Winter Style

3
/
1

Gold and Silver

PARTY SHOES

All Horiday

Friday and Saturday

Specials Good

-I

Industriii Road
:
•
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white blue or green

ageT5

,--Playboy Gifts for Men
Stationery & Re-Cycled
Christmas Cards
Gormet Candles (all flavors)

Posters
v Dolls
vI i

Tarot Cards

v Great Jewelry
M ikasa Pottery

v Aquarium Kits
v Terrarium Kits

Horoscope Guides

,/ Hanging Candles
v Animal Candles
v Critter Candles
Strobe Candles

.*
•••
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••

Many Great
Gifts Under $5.00

•••••
Open 9-6 December
Sundays 1-5 Open House

PLAY FAMILY VILLAGE IS the latest and perhaps the MOM
Loaded with
Intriguing of Fisher-Price's Play Family series.
things to do and piled high with scenes for the preschooler
to act out role*, the Village has two streets connected by a
crossover bridge. One street has a fire house, post office, dentist's office, theater, and outdoor restaurant. The other has a
police station, barber shop,• residence (which •Iso includes
a patio and outdoor barbecue) and an auto repair shop and
garage. The bridge is hinged so each street can be removed
and used separately.

," Imported Tops from Turkey & India
Incense & Essential Oils
,Liberated Woman Calendars
..-Grass Mat Hangings

AUCKLAND, New Zealand
— While Americans are burrowing in for the long hard
winter, folks on the other side
of the Equator are preparing
for their annual summer vacation.
New Zealanders are no exception, and the holiday festivities here are among the
trightest anywhere in the
world.
Most people here take their
"summer" vacations around
Christmas. Schools are closed
from the middle of December
until February and most businesses are all but shut down
during the bridge between
Christmas and New Year's
Christmas carnivals are
held in many cities, with lavish decorations and parades
One of the most popular takes
place in Rotorua, resort town
on the country's North Island,
famed for both its geyser
wonderland and its colorful
Maori community. High
points are a big parade, with a
hundred beautiful floats;
Maori concert parties; and a
host of sports events, including lawn bowling, golf and
tennis tournaments, horse
racing, track meets and
a icket contests.

Southern
Santas
swelter

, KENTUCKY
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diamonds are far more
plentiful than the larger
stones, and so they are far
less costly, per carat
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Still others sprinkle single
small diamonds in a piece
of gold jewelry to punctuate
the design.
Why are small -diamonds
affordable as gifts this
Christmas? It's a simple
matter of numbers. Small

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Each of the 25 pieces of
jewelry contained at least
10 diamonds — some had
over 40 tiny sparklers — but
in no piece did the total
diamond weight exceed one
carat.
Small diamonds, because
of their versatility, have
captured the imagination
of the country's most creative precious jewelry designers.
They are using small diamonds in many ways to

tainies

'Past

Side Court

Square,

Furches
$ Jewelry

$39

64-Piece
Service for Eight
Special!
Reg.
95
$59.95

1

Enchanted
Rose

Saturday,
Dec. 1 — Only

Special

._East Side Court Square
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HOLLAND DRUGS At

4triwg

1415 Main

Corvette Lanes, Inc

We have a complete Lay-Away Plan

Due to the energy crisis the bowling industry will be one of the first to be
affected. There will soon be a bowling ball shortAge. So don't delay. Come in
now and order your's today'

Come in now and buy while the supply
is good!

8 Other equipment

es
hos
Sho

Balls

04

Weekdays 8:00 to 5:00
Sat., Dec. I open midi 7:00 p.m.
Across from Adm. Bldg. Plenty of parking in rear.

1/3 off
Long. Dresses &
Peignoir Sets
14 off
Campus Casual

SPORTSWEAR
v DRESSES
COMS

Winter Jr. & Misses

0

A gift of small diamonds
this Christmas will make
'you a winner all year
'round.

A Great Christmas Gift.

THERE NEVER WAS a Snowman so full of beautiful gifts
for the hair •s Goody's newfor-Xmas barrette and ponytail packages in a choice of
irresistibk assortments. Perfect as a stocking stuffer or
tree decoration.

So full

create exciting, wearable
and affordable rings, pins,
bangles and earrings. Some
designers favor the pave
technique, in which many
tiny diamonds are set close
together with no metal
showing, giving the piece
an all-diamond surface
Others create the illusion
of a single, larger diamond
by using a cluster of small
diamonds in a ring or pin

'109 S. 4th Street

r
rildeo

4

4iLen
PiV

4

Murray, Kentucky

Furches Jewelry

A Lean and lovely in luxurious 14K solid gold. 17 jewels.
B. Florentined 14K solid gold, brightly flashed. 23 ietvels,
C Smartly stripe-textured dial, case and band of 14K solid gold.
17 jewels.

They are not for everybody,
only someone very special to you,

The incomparable flair of Dior and the
uncompromising quality of Bulova set these
exquisite timepieces well above the crowd

so\\dgo\d
de\\c*
\f\ f\elaY.esa
\k\as`c\\oc\ skakec

You can give that very
special person a BIG gift
this Christmas — if you
think small. Small in this
case means small diamonds,
those sparkling, shining
wonders of Nature that emulate their large counterparts, but at a fraction of
their cost.
This point was dramatically underscored recently
as the winners of the 1973
American Diamond Jewelry
Competition were revealed

le prices
Small diamonds: lots of sparkle at sensible, affordab
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Near 5 Points

Goldmaster 64TR----48 or
COINMASTER 4FR--46
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*my ,Itettfacics
For

SANTA
KNOWS

LISfrcEeN HtEcRtE!

East Side Court Square

Shoe Store

Ryan's

FE 390

8ANKAMER1CARD'

•

Certificates

• a
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Gift

ALL Her Gifts
Free Gift Wrapping

Checkmate

winter.

Perfect with pants
...Eskipete trico
lined pant-boots by
Dunham. Smart,
sleek styling with
Wellington vamp
for a fashionable

it's
fie Piaci&
sotrfhsr44 Idat)oy

In Ancient Egypt New Year
presents were exchanged;
a fact unearthed when
archaeologists discovered
small blue bottles inscribed
with New Year's greetings
in the tombs of the Pharaohs.

vals dates back centuries.

The custom of gift-giving
at holiday times and festi-

PYRAMIDING
PRESENTS

from disposable drinking
cups. Decorate with ricrac
trim and glue glitter to rims
with Elmer's. For clappers use
two small ornaments or jingle
bell, on lengths of knotted
,,arn strung through holes In
top of ball. Tie the yarns together in a bow and hang in
doorway for a melodious
season'• greetings to visitor..

CHRISTMAS BELLS are nude

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Chuck's
Music Center753-3682
1411 Main

SONY
PUTS !TALL TOGETHER

rnusict SONY has <Jon° it to you in the HP 610A integrated Componery MuSiC System
PoOko sounds the way you se atways wanted to hear it Rich. clean
on(' 400-fiee The RI front end tuner pulls in the weakest FM-stereo
and Fit,A stations without distorting strong toCal signals
Rec.orcts take on new life The Dual auto,manual 3-speed turntable
aryd ,pickering Dustamotic ccxtedge ?swot:Axe music with the
brilliance of a We performarice
The ore features many separate-component systems don't oft&
hi-cut Mier tape monitor inputs, recording outputs that let
you CILb from one separate tape deck to another, and you can con serf te SQ 4-channel sound anytime The stereo °mottle{ citrves two
matahed 3-way speakers with a full 66W(RA)of music power. And.
hey(se ail integrote,d in a hardwood cabinet with matching speaker
enc/eysures A deluxe dust cover is included
0,to wont cOlyPoneht Ckiality without the pieces you want the
HP-61.CA Come in and hear it iciday

YouCktnthoye to Piece together a component system to get great

wow:FM-St•reo,AM Phono Syst•m

GETA SONY.
Its No Baloney

How to get
great sound without
going to pieces.

llmenNISSIIIMes

'53-1575—Monday—Saturday
Call early, to insure Christmas
Delivery

or more details of the special
;-ft order -call your authorized
ealer

o„

excitement. of
Make' the
Christmas Eve 1973 last for
years to come White's and their
participating dealers are of
faring a free deluxe carrying
case with the purchase of a '

"You can't buy a better
METAL DETECTOR than a White's!"

White's Christmas

Have'A

lat Quality merchandise at discount prices

• Everything Discounted!

Perfect time to buy Christmas Gifts

dunham
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Black or Brown Leather
AA & B Size 5 to 10

THE LEDGER ti TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

in The Men's Store and The Ladies Store next door.

Special Values

901 Coldwater Rd,

THE - MEN'S STORE

AGE :I(Jfl

This 8-speed ble•-ider
makes a handy Christmas
girt, Colors to match your
kitchen

8-SPEED
BLENDER

4-stiee toaster for the
big family! Toast selector. beautiful
chrome fertish

4-SLICE TOASTER

•After-Shave, 4 fl. oz.
•Shaving Cream,
4 fl. oz.
•Deodorant, 4 fl. oz.

Travel Kit

MENNEN

57

110TTIA

*
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Acres of Free Parkin

We Reserve The Right to Limit Quantities
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

•Aphrodisia Lotion
•Brute
•Woodhue
$600

12 OZ

IN GIFT

SKIN BRACER

Kings and peasants were

PAGE NINE

$450

Roman Brio

Reg. '5.50

Bath Powder Shaker
Spray Cologne

FABERG

$500

Oil-Spray-Splash On

INTIMATE SET

Revlon

st

t

sctlit brik-st scihe

The Sholhase

trlhai trAhl
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of Orlon-Nylon blend crew socks
Iin basic fashion colors. Sizes 10
to 11,

GIFT
• BOXED
SOCKS
:
•
•
•
Gold gift box contains two pairs

A super buy on this
steam 'n dry iron at
Big K during our
Christmas sale! Buy
now and save!

•Cream
Perfume
•Spray
Perfume

COTY
Emeraude
Set

THURSDAY—NOVEMBER 29. 1973

Gift boxed short sleeve
knit shirts for men are
ideal this Christmas!
Three styles. sizes S to
XL In assorted fashion
colors.

large hood for all size
rollers. 4 temperature
settings for comfort
Folds easily to compact
size tor carrying. Cord
storage

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Fashioned in a tradition of elegance! Each piece
has been deep fired for unusual durability. A •
special glazing process makes its delicate colors
dishwasher safe. Choose from Corsair or Regal
Rose patterns. 48 piece set.

Life-like tree has
28 branches of
thick bristles

Scotch Pine

4-Foot

2 fI oz.
.6. Cologne, 2 fL OL
r Deodorant Stick

r go' After-Shave,

Cachet Set

Prince Matchehelli
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BOY
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•08 Chestnut

••.•:

4,4. IRO
,.•

1r:er.•• 00\
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Phone 79640
53-

THE FASHION MART

20% Off

KNIT COATS
and PANTS

•

w

KENTUCKY
SOUTNSI DE SHOPPING CENTIMI—MUP PAY,

EN!OlEn

9-5 p.m. (Mon. thru Sat)

Dec. 1st thru 21st
Will Be Open on Saturday For
This Sale

25% Off

Entire Inventory

4207 I

:7•\:".47
Zr*

Ph. 753-9747

Pre-Christmas Sale

r
s• caA
4
va-;

of Murray

TAPE HUT

SONY
PUTS ITALL TOGETHER

'439"

BP-640A: FM-Stereo, AM Phono System
piece together crcomponent system to get great
"rusic SONY has Put rt all together for you in the HP-6/0A Integrated
Component Mustc System An FET front end tuner with illuminated
41.rung meter together with a Pickenng micro- magnehc cartridge
Dual lUtntabee combination Together with a solid state all transistor
amplifier driving two matched 3-way speakers with a full 66W ([IA) of
.music power Together with tape-tolope clubbing and SQ 4-chanket capability A great music system that's all put together Right
down to ihe dUSt cover Come in and hsh9n

touclooth.,,to

- —
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PN 70030

***-111111iiith

AP7404•7104
aaaaa

lehrer III 14' Beetles***

Weekdays to 5:00 - Saturday 7:30-1:00

75.3-1111S0
$OO Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone

CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEN, INC

gallon'—a lot more than the ayeroge domestic car.
The Peelle gels about 25 miles a
that mile after mile, Oar after year, you're saving money.
know
you
Ibu enjoy driving better when
Few things la III• week es well •••Volksworsa

10#4111)

Say
gas

Why not treat the whole
family this Christmas to a
rejuvenated bathroom like
this colorful one with an
Americana motif. It's so
easy to do
The checkered carpeting
comes in a kit, complete
with patterns to cut to size
and dimensions of the bathroom, and matching lid
cover.
The do-it-yourself kit is
available in combinations
of white with Nue (shown
here), green, lilac, gold or
canary yellow.
Best of all, these Olenolt
deep pile fabrics are machine washable and can be
tumble dried

Checkmate:
game plan for
beautiful bath

Y
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How to get
great sound without
going to pieces.

.5,
\ 40

.;,••
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Murray, Ky.

Shopping Center

Southside,

discount prices.

compare our

shop

We invite you to

The
Clothes
Closet

anyone rationalize that fact
away. It cannot be done.
Jesus belonged to that portion
of Jewry which returned from
exile and probably became
the Ashkenazim ,of Europe,
the people who have produced
Einstein, Trotsky, Freud and
Marx. But that is not all. For
the Christian Church it also
means that when God became
incarnate in this world, He did
not assume human flesh in the
abstract; He became part cf a
family, a family with a family
tree, a family with a history. '
There are advantages in
membership in such a family.
But as glory can be inherited,
so can dishonor. Being a
member of a family cuts two
ways.
When God entered into this
world, He entered in such a
fashion as to experience our
problem — the family problem. The problem of illus-

This is the season of Christmas, when Christians celebrate the birth of Jesus. If you
open your Bible to the beginning words in the New Testament, you will read a part of
the Owistrnas story I have
never heard in a service of
Jesus'
worship. It is
genealogy, and its long list of
names bores most persons to
tears.
But suppose your own name
was on that list, or maybe the
name of someone you knew
appeared on that list! I was
looking through some old
genealogies a few weeks ago
belonging to the fourteenth
century. There were names
there of four or five families
who were known to me quite
well. Do you think those tables
were boring after that? This is
how it was with the genealogy
which said who this Jesus
was. The Jews for whom it
was written raced their eyes
down that list. The names of
their ancestors were there!
You can see it for yourself in
the family tree — "the book of
the genealogies of Jesus
Christ, the son of David, the
son of Abraham." Matthew is
committing no blunder in
style when he began his story
of the one called Jesus in this
manner.
What do all these names
mean? First, it means that
Jesus was a Jew. Do not let

1tki
r

••

9°

510 Main

TRY
MINK ••

7

No Lay-away, no exchange, no refund

Gifts

and Many Distinctive

•

*.st,!•( 0.

Phone 753-1474

Chestnut Street

ffervA-vA-lowm•vAvAvAwAvm-vft

See Us.............
FOR THAT UNUSUAL
CHRISTMAS GIFT

.

l•

0
•

0

•

4'447%

Murray,. Ky.

For That Professional Touch

INTERIORS

•

•

‘41.
••

sitA
:

STORE Owner
SHOE Glenn
FAMILY
C. Wooden,
Murray

Phone 753-1474

O

4

You can
This offer includes men's, women's and children's shoes!!
family!!
mix them when buying, so bring the whole
merchandise.
All new fresh notionally advertised
floor.
All shoes togged and on self-service

..Buy One

OWNIC

Ittlitaiittliztattses

SHIRLEY SMITH

11112 121 By-Pais
Tillapncyw 502-7534541

29, 1973

SALE
SHOESecon
1Price,
2 FOR
d Pair FREE!
Get a
Pair at Reg.

Davia and lost in me debacle
of leadership of Jechoniah
was recovered in Jesus.
Though Jesus began His life
by being laid in a feed trough,
it is His family heritage which
is the story behind the Christmas story.

THURSDAY—NOVEMBER

The Shmkase

Begin With A Visit to . .

trious relations; the problem
of disgraceful relations; the
problem of the skeleton in the
closet; the problem of
mediocrity.
James Stalker, in his book
"IMAGO CHRISTI," tells the
story of a stranger standing
on the doorstep. The man is
outside your interest and You
half hear him as he says,
"Don't you know me? I'm
your brother." What happens? In that =client, he has
your whole attention and you
can't bring him into your
home fast enough.
Read this first page of the
Christmas story closely, and
you will see that it is an artifleshly constructed genealogy.
There are three groups of
fourteen generations, though
the number is achieved in the
third group only by repeating
a name. This was an oftenused means to aid the
memory. But more than this,
it is to show that the kingship
achieved in the greatness of

Kings and peasants were
among Jesus' ancestors
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10 N. 4th St

753-6926

MERtE noRmpn COSMETIC STUDIO

For her. Scenijed gifts in decanters and vases she ii
treasum lont;ofter the fragrance is gone An exquisite
colleclion of lingerie and loungewear Manicure sets for
beauty at her fingertips Cosmetics Accessories. Everything theip want to celebrate her femininity.
For hitn A manly gallery of scented gifts and gift sets by
Rogda. ColoPne in four roguish scents
For little people. Santa's splashing menagerie of floating
soap toys and bubble baths

v

Model VVC525

Ran

diagonal

The PAMARO
Model GS618
25" diagonal picture

• Popular Spanish styling • Black matrix picture tuhe • Automatic
Fine Tuning • F rtc,ttng Low Price

features Solid State in Key Areas

XL-COLOR CONSOLE TV

SPECIAL!

DIAGONAL

• One-rat Fine Tuning• RCA's high
•Stay-set volume Control

performance picture

tube

Solid State in Many Key Areas
Fantastic Low Price!

XL-COLOR PORTABLE

Great Values on America's Favorite Solid State Color -1-NaCA XL-100

separation;

flexibility allows exciting stereo sound

with built-in 8-track stereo tape
cartridge player
.Modular placement

RCA 4-PIECE STEREO
SOUND CENTER

swinging
dock features a
on
chimes
pendulum and
half-hour.
and
the hour
7"
Cabinet She 16" x
quantity!
timtted

ELECTRIC
CHIME CLOCK

FRIENDSHIP OFFER!

WE

CUSTO
WANT 100 NEW

LET'S GET ACQUAINTED
nen

the CONSORT
Model ES330
14'. diagonal picture

diagonal

tube

tube

Phone 753-1713

black
matrix picture
• AccuMatic IV

• Early

American Style • Only
35%"' wide • Super AccuColor

GIANT SCREEN
XL-100 CONSOLE COLOR

The PROVIDENCE. Model 05724
25" diagonal picture. Also available
with remote control (optional,•xtrat

100% Solid State

• Super AccuColor black matrix picture
• No tubes to burn out •- or replace.
• Free One year in-home service

RCA XL-100 COLOR TV

ST AND
OPTIONAL
EXTRA

he mODERNETT
Mode! FS460
19" diagonal picture

• The perfect -second set- and
for the young ones • AccuColor picture tube for life-like
Color
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Murray Cablerision ph 753_5005

20% Off

Print Tops

Court Square

LE MANS

$500

97'

1 -lb. Box

CHOCOLATES

Brock Assorted

DOUBLE KNITS

100% Fancy Polyester

Double Knit Polyester

66'

DOUBLE
KNITS

100% Polyester

1-5 yd. lengths
Solids Colors

Long and Short Sleeves
S-M L

2

,
A. New Crush
,
A. Sheer Stretch
Pr.

HOSE

Nylon

Sew
For
Christmas

'Saturday Specials

Wrap!

Free
Gift

Sportswear

Infants to Young Juniors

(Behind Peoples Bank)

The Youth Shop

S. 12th Street

Come by... •

Come by the office Today & Register!

A portable TV set will be given away absolutely
FREE — No purchase necessary

Only 99t Dec 1-15

To make it easier for you our regular '10 or second
outlet 55 installation charge has been reduced to

Give Your Family Cablevision
For Christmas

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY

RCA XL-COLOR TV
SOLID STATE IN KEY AREAS

THLRSDAY—NOVEMBER
29 1973
omsotealwwwwwww
0"4"4"iisu
AGE ELEVEN
itadotAz

WARD-ELKINS'
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A Beautiful Way
To Do Your
Christmas Shopping...
Once...And For All

At .1- TEN.

